A Note on Dating

Dating the Coldingham charters can be as much of an art as a science. Although documents begin to be self-dated from about the middle of the thirteenth century (especially records of what happened in the prior’s court) it is rare to find such information for the twelfth century and first thirty years of the thirteenth. Dating therefore has to rely first (and often last) on the known spells in office of eg bishops, abbots, priors and other clerics. The standard reference books, shown in the list of printed sources, have been used for these. Even this is not foolproof. The early thirteenth-century priors of Coldingham are anything but precisely dated and some of the acta of Bertram prior of Durham could be placed anywhere within his known dates of 1189/90 - 1212/13. After c. 1200, the acta of the bishops of St Andrews are much more helpful.

For laymen, the position is often more obscure, except for kings and earls. Even justiciars and sheriffs are sometimes poorly recorded. With lesser figures things get trickier. After c. 1250, it is possible to show floruits of many of the major tenants of Coldingham. Before then, a list of 1235 of the tenants gives some help for that decade. Beyond that, it is possible to work out rough and ready family trees for many of the occupiers of lands and hence to produce rough and ready lines of succession and floruits. We can also be sure that a certain Gregory was the steward of Coldingham for about the same period as Bertram was prior of Durham, and that a frequent witness, William of Mordington, was dead by the end of 1249. But for many other local men and women we can do no more than fit them into a broad framework in the most likely place.

Consequently, when proposed dates rely on a justification ‘from witnesses’ or ‘grantor’s floruit’ it is hoped that they are more or less right (or at least not misleadingly wrong) and helpful rather than the reverse. In the interests of brevity the detailed justification of such dates has been left out. But if more detail is required, it can be given.
Please note that while references are given to Elsa Hamilton’s calendar of the acts of the earls of Dunbar (CED), the dates for nos. 111-3, 116, 118, 121-3, 125, 129, 131, 135-6, 139-40 presented here differ slightly from those given by Hamilton.

**Abbreviations**

- **abb**: abbot/abbey
- **abp**: archbishop
- **a gub**: year of governor
- **a pont**: year of pope’s reign
- **a r**: *anno regni* year of king’s reign
- **archd**: archdeacon
- **bp**: bishop
- **C**: Coldingham
- **carr**: carrucate
- **ch**: church
- **chap**: chaplain
- **conf**: confirmation
- **cos**: cousin
- **const**: constable
- **d**: death
- **dau(s)**: daughter(s)
- **Dhm**: Durham
- **dioc**: diocese
- **dn**: dean
- **dn Chr**: dean of Christianity
- **e**: earl
- **el**: (bishop) elect
- **exch**: exchange
- **f**: father
- **f**: feast (when part of date)
- **f+h**: feu and heritage
- **fr**: friar
- **g/f**: grandfather
- **g/m**: grandmother
- **Gw**: Glasgow
- **h**: heir
- **just**: justiciar
- **kt**: knight
- **k**: king (of Scots)
- **ld**: lord
- **mstr**: master
- **n/nn**: note/notes
- **neph**: nephew
- **off**: official
- **phps**: perhaps
- **poss**: possible/possibly
- **pr**: prior
- **pry**: priory
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r  river
s(s)  son(s)
S+h  son and heir
sher  sheriff
sis  sister
StA  St Andrews
succ  succeeded/ succession
t+c  toft and croft
vic  vicar
w  wife
w+r  ward and relief
wid  widow
witn  witness(es)

Abbreviations: Printed Sources

Cold Cart  Chartulary of the Cistercian Priory of Coldstream (Grampian Club, 1879).
Dunlop, Kennedy  A I Dunlop, The Life and Times of James Kennedy, Bishop of St Andrews (Edinburgh, 1950).
ESC  A C Lawrie, Early Scottish Charters (Glasgow, 1905).
HRHS  Heads of Religious Houses in Scotland from Twelfth to Sixteenth Centuries, ed. D E R Watt and N F Shead (Scottish Record Society, 2001).
RRS  Regesta Regum Scottorum, ed. G W S Barrow et al (Edinburgh, 1960 -).
SHR  Scottish Historical Review.
Raine’s North Durham, Appendix (Coldingham charters)

1 Duncan (II), k, s k Malcolm (III): grants to Dhm, Tyninghame and other lands and the services wh bp Fodan (of StA) had. (Bishop is probably Fothad (II); see Series Episcoporum VI, 80, for his various names).
   At Durham. 1094. ESC no. 12. (SHR 78 (1999) 1-38 discusses the authenticity of this act and generally of nos 2-9 inclusive).
   Dean and Chapter of Durham, Miscellaneous Charters, no. 554.

2 Edgar k: grants various (named) ‘mansiones’ to C.
   1095 x 1107. ESC no. 19.
   DCD, M.C., no. 555.

3 Edgar k: grants to Dhm, C and all its lands in Lothian.
   1095 x 1107. ESC no. 18.
   DCD, M.C., no. 555.

4 Edgar k: grants to C, Swinton as Liulf held it and 24 ‘animals’ to restore the land; men of C’shire to pay ½ merk silver yearly.
   1095 x 1107. ESC no. 20.
   DCD, M.C., no. 556.

5 Edgar k: grants to C, Paxton.
   1095 x 1107. ESC no. 21.
   DCD, M.C., no. 557.

6 Edgar k: grants to C, Fishwick.
   1095 x 1107. ESC no. 22.
   DCD, M.C., no. 558.

7 Edgar k: grants to C various (named) lands.
   At Norham. 1095. ESC no. 15.
   DCD, M.C., no. 559.

8 Edgar k: grants to bp and pr Dhm various (named) lands in Lothian.
   At Norham. 1095. ESC no. 17.
   DCD, M.C., no. 560.

9 Edgar k: grants to Dhm priory, C.
   ?c1098. ESC no. 18.
   DCD, M.C., no. 561.
10 Alexander (I) k: grants to pr Dhm, Swinton.
   ?c1110. ESC no. 27.
   DCD, M.C., no. 562.
11 Alexander (I) k: orders pr Dhm not to pursue pleas about Swinton except
before the k himself.
   ?c1110 (but poss. later than no 10). ESC no. 27.
   DCD, M.C., no. 563.
12 David (I) k: grants jointly with his s Henry to his knight Ernulf, in feu,
   Swinton to be held by him and his heir and by same customs as Liulf s Eadulf
   and his s Udard held, for 40 shillings to Dhm.
   At Haddington. 1136 x 1137. DdI no. 53.
   DCD, M.C., no. 564.
13 David (I) k: grants to his knight Ernulf in f+h, Swinton, as Udard the sher held
   it and by service to Dhm wh Udard performed.
   At Traquair. 1136 x 1137. DdI no. 54.
   DCD, M.C., no. 565.
14 David (I) k: confs the marches between C and Bunkle.
   At Roxburgh. 1124 x 1136. DdI no. 41.
   DCD, M.C., no. 566.
15-16 David (I) k: grants to Dhm pry various (named) lands in Lothian.
   At Peebles. 1126 ar 3 (23.4.1126 x 24.3.1127). DdI nos. 31-2.
   (Doubtfully genuine; see comments on DdI nos 30-32)
   DCD, M.C., nos. 567, 568.
17 David (I) k: confs grants by Robert bp StA that ch of C shall be free of cain
   and conveth.
   No place date; phps Roxburgh. July 1127 or little later. DdI no. 30.
   DCD, M.C., no. 569.
18 David (I) k: grants jointly with his s Henry to Dhm pry, ch of St Mary,
   Berwick, in exch for ch of Melrose.
   At Berwick upon Tweed. 1136 x 1147, prob. c. 1136. DdI no. 52.
   DCD, M.C., no. 570.
19 David (I) k: grants and confs to C pry, Edrom and Nisbet, given by Cospatric bro Dolfin (no 111).
At Roxburgh. 16.8.1139. DdI no. 68.
DCD, M.C., no. 571.

20 David (I) k: grants and confs to C pry, Edrom and Nisbet as Cospatric bro Dolfin held them at the time of his death.
At Roxburgh. 16.8.1139. DdI no. 69.
DCD, M.C., no. 572.

21 David (I) k: grants to C pry, Edrom and Nisbet given by Cospatric bro Dolfin, free of all service except 30 shillings yearly for ‘waiting’ and any service to the king.
At Coldingham. 3.5.1147. DdI no. 157.
DCD, M.C., no. 573.

22 David (I) k: grants to C a toft in Ednam wh Gilbert the priest held of k, for 2 shillings yearly.
1147 x 1153. DdI no. 161.
DCD, M.C., no. 574.

23 David (I) k: instructs sher Roxburgh to sequestrate lands given by Cospatric of Dunbar to C pr until the k comes into that district.
1138 or 1139. DdI no. 75.
DCD, M.C., no. 575.

24 David (I) k: grants to C pry the fishing wh Swain made.
Prob 1147 x 1153. DdI no. 162.

25 David (I) k: instructs sher Berwick that Edward, monk of C, shall have the full teind of fish from ‘Halwarestelle’.
1124 x 1138, prob c1136. DdI no. 51.

26 David (I) k: grants to the canons of StA the island of Lochleven and the Keledei there who wish to adopt a regular life.
At Berwick. 1150 x 1153; phps 1152 x 1153. DdI no. 208 (from different source).
27 Malcolm (IV) k: takes C pry under his protection and forbids impleading of pr’s servants in cases of royal jurisdiction except in presence of k or his supreme justice.
   At Coldingham. 1162 x 1165. RRS i no. 220.
   DCD, M.C., no. 576.
28 Malcolm (IV) k: permits pr and monks of C to employ their own men in the building of the town of C.
   At Coldingham. 1153 x 1162. RRS i no. 134.
   DCD, M.C., no. 577.
29 Malcolm (IV) k: orders that pr C may take his fugitive serfs wherever they are found.
   At Berwick. 1153 x 1162. RRS i no. 188.
   DCD, M.C., no. 578.
30 Malcolm (IV) k: confs to pr C the liberties conf’d by his earlier charter.
   At Edinburgh. 1153 x 1162. RRS i no. 189. (The earlier charter seems to be that in Barrow, Anglo-Norman Era, Appendix A, no. 1.)
   DCD, M.C., no. 579.
31 Malcolm (IV) k: grants that pr Dhm, his monks and servants shall be free of toll on their own chattels and merchandise.
   At Coldingham. 1159 x 1165; prob 1159 x 1163. RRS i no. 201.
   DCD, M.C., no. 580.
32 Malcolm (IV) k: grants that pr and monks of C shall be free of toll on their own chattels and merchandise.
   At Coldingham. 1159 x 1165; prob 1159 x 1163. RRS i no. 200.
   DCD, M.C., no. 581.
33 William k: forbids his officers to maintain the tenants of C in opposition to the Pry.
   At Edinburgh. 1189 x 1195. RRS ii no. 294.
   DCD, M.C., no. 604.
34 William k: orders that pr C is to have his nefs found outwith the royal demesne.
   At Berwick. 1165 x 1174. RRS ii no. 44.
   DCD, M.C., no. 587.
35 William k: quitclaims to C pry 2 shillings formerly demanded by k’s sergeands of Berwick in respect of pleas.
At Selkirk. 1173 x 1178. RRS ii no. 178.
DCD, M.C., no. 593.

36 William k: confs marches of C’shire and Bunkleshire.
At Jedburgh. 1173 x 1178. RRS ii no. 181.
DCD, M.C., no. 595.

37-38 William k: orders his sergeands in Berwickshire to observe customs of other sheriffdoms when dealing with pleas of C pry.
At Roxburgh. 1165 x 1171. RRS ii no. 67.
DCD, M.C., nos. 610 (37), 607 (38).

39 William k: orders that neyfs of C pry are not to be unjustly detained.
At Forfar. 1165 x 1171. RRS ii no. 113.
DCD, M.C., no. 591.

40-41 William k: settles dispute between chs of Dhm and Crowland (Lincs) over ch of Edrom, wh is to be possessed in future by Dhm.
At Perth. 1167 x 1170 (poss 1167, when case was decided in curia regis at Stirling). RRS ii no. 105.
DCD, M.C., nos. 612 (40), 609 (41).

42-43 William k: confs to Dhm pry the gift of e Cospatrick of the vill of Nisbet, and Edrom with its ch and chapels.
At Roxburgh. 1165 x 1171. RRS ii no. 66.
DCD, M.C., nos. 596 (42), 601 (43).

44 William k: confs to C pry, Fishwick and half of Prenderguest and the land wh Swain the priest held in C and Lumsdaine.
At Selkirk. 1165 x 1174. RRS ii no. 73.
DCD, M.C., no. 597.

45-46 William k: orders that woods of C are to be under the control of pr, with right of warren within specified marches.
At Berwick. 1165 x 1171. RRS ii no. 46.
DCD, M.C., nos. 594 (45), 602 (46).
47 William k: grants freedom from toll to C pry.
At Stirling. 1165 x 1171. RRS ii no. 101A.
DCD, M.C., no. 608.

48 William k: grants freedom from toll to Dhm pry.
At Mitford (Northumberland). 1165 x 1174 (Philip de Valognes as chbn; poss 1165 or 1173/4). RRS ii no. 47.
DCD, M.C., no. 613.

49 William k: informs sher Berwick that pr C may move his tenants from Coldinghamshire into toun of C.
At Selkirk 17 July. 1189 x 1199 (Hugh chanc); poss 1195x (day and month date). RRS ii no. 380.
DCD, M.C., no. 588.

50 William k: grants C pry a toft in his burgh of Haddington.
At Selkirk. 1189 x 95 (Hugh chanc undated act); poss 1193 x 1195.
RRS ii no. 369.
DCD, M.C., no. 606.

51 William k: takes ch of St Cuthbert of Holy Island into his peace and grants it freedom from toll.
At Roxburgh. 1189 x 1195. (Hugh chanc undated act). RRS ii no. 313.
DCD, M.C., no. 598.

52 William k: confs agreement between ch of StA and Roger bp elect of same, and ch of Dhm and Bertram pr Dhm about exactions demandable by the dioc of StA.
At Edinburgh. 2.2.1194 when agreement was made (see no 462) or soon after. RRS ii no. 368.
DCD, M.C., no. 589.

53 William k: confs agreement between William (Malvoisin) bp StA and pr Dhm about exactions demandable by bp StA.
At Wedale (Stow). 16 May. 1205 or 1206 (wtn William Cumin not shown as Justiciar Scotiae x d ab William of Melrose) but prob 1205. RRS ii no 460.
(See also no 473 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 586.
54 William k: confs resignation by William of Gullane and his family of Greater Lumsdaine.
At Wedale (Stow). 16 May. 1205 or 1206, poss 1205 (reasons as in no 53).
RRS ii no. 461. (See also no 426 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 590.

55 William k: confs resignation by William of Gullane and his family of Greater Lumsdaine in exch for 1 carr in Swinton.
At Haddington. 8 July. c.1203 x 1207 (x1207 by Walter chap as el bp Gw; William Cumin not shown as Justiciar, so 1204/5). RRS ii no. 444.
DCD, M.C., no. 605.

56 William k: confs agreement between pr Dhm and Edward of Oldcambus and his sons about resignation of Oldcambus and its mill in exch for Greater Lumsdaine and a sum of money.
At Haddington. 8 July. 1203 x 1207, poss 1204 or 1205 (reasons as in no. 55).
RRS ii no. 445.
DCD, M.C., no. 599.

57 William k: confs to Richard neph Simon, former pr C, the sale of 20 acres in C made to him by Ralph s Elwald.
At Jedburgh. 2 August. c.1203 x 1207 (pr Simon d x1203 x Walter chap el bp Gw). RRS ii no. 446. (See also no. 264 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 611.

58 William k: grants to Robert of Aubigny 20 merks yearly owed to k by C pry as ‘waiting’.
At Selkirk. 28 February. 1212 x 1214 (W de Bois chanc); prob 1213 (Bower ed Watt iv 473-5 and nn for 1213). RRS ii no. 514.
DCD, M.C., no. 600.

59 William k: confs to the hospital of Oldcambus the ½ carr in Oldcambus held by Ralph the skinner and granted by David of Quixwood.
At Jedburgh. 6 May. 1212 x 1214 (Wm de Bois chanc); poss 1214.
RRS ii no. 521. (See also no. 186 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 592.
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60 Alexander (II) k: grants to C pry rights in certain woods serving the needs of castle of Berwick.
At Selkirk. 31 July. 1215 x 1222 (no ar date); poss 1219 (from consid. of k’s known movements). AII Handlist no. 27.
DCD, M.C., no. 615.

61 Alexander (II) k: grants to Robert of Aubigny 20 merks yearly owed to the k by C pry as ‘waiting’.
At Perth. 3 March. 1216 x 1219 (Wm de Valognes as chbn); poss 1217 (from consid. of k’s known movements and other chr). AII Handlist no. 41.
(See also nos. 58 above and 68 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 616.

62 Alexander (II) k: confs marches between C and Bunkle as in chr of ks David and William (nos. 41, 36 above).
At Selkirk. No day date. Prob x1222 (chanc Wm de Bois) but perhaps same time as no. 60 above. AII Handlist no. 316.
DCD, M.C., no. 622.

63 Alexander (II) k: grants to C pry freedom from tolls throughout kingdom.
At Kinross. 26.7.1222 (ar 8) AII Handlist no. 63.
DCD, M.C., no. 626.

64 Alexander(II) k: confs grant by Patrick s e Patrick to C pry of Swinwood toun.
At Roxburgh. 30.11.1222 (ar 8) AII Handlist no. 64.
DCD, M.C., no. 624.

65 Alexander (II) k: confs grant by David of Quixwood to C pry of certain lands in exch for land in C.
At Selkirk. 9.12.1223 (ar 10) AII Handlist no. 77. (See no 183 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 623.

66 Alexander (II) k: grants C pry freedom from aid and army from toun of C.
At Edinburgh. 5.6.1227 (ar 13). AII Handlist no. 113.
DCD, M.C., no. 617.

67 Alexander (II) k: confs agreement between Patrick s e Patrick to C pry whereby Patrick grants toun of Swinwood to C.
At Roxburgh. 29.3.1231 (ar 17). AII Handlist no. 147. (See no. 126 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 628.
68 Alexander (II) k: grants in free alms to C pry 20 merks yearly from C’shire in name of ‘waiting’.
At Berwick. 16.5.1232 (ar 18). AII Handlist no. 159.
DCD, M.C., no. 627.
69-70 = 68 [DCD, M.C., nos. 618 (69), 629 (70)]
71 Alexander (II) k: order to Thomas pr C to give to Hugh, servant of cardinal Renier, £40 sent to Durham by hands of monks of C.
At Edinburgh. 29.5.1236 (ar 22). AII Handlist no. 219.
DCD, M.C., no. 625.
72 Alexander (II) k: orders mayor and provosts of Berwick not to impede foreign merchants coming to buy wool and other merchandise from C pry.
DCD, M.C., no. 619.
73 Alexander (II) k: confs grant by William s Robert of Scremerston to C pry of lands in Prenderguest.
At Berwick. 6.10.1245 (ar 31). AII Handlist no. 273. (See no. 366 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 621.
74 Alexander (II) k: brieve forbidding poinding of goods of C pry.
At Coldingham. 21.4.1248 (ar 34). AII Handlist no. 290.
DCD, M.C., no. 629*.
75 Alexander (II) k: grants C pry k’s peace and protection.
At Tyningham. 8.4.1249 (ar 35). AII Handlist no. 296.
DCD, M.C., no. 620.
76 Alexander (III) k: confs to C pry lands in C’shire in free warren and free forest.
At Selkirk. 16.6.1276 (ar 27). AIII Handlist no. 99.
DCD, M.C., no. 630.
77 Alexander (III) k: grants Henry, monk of Farne Island, 8 shillings yearly in free alms from ferm of mill of Berwick.
At Berwick. 4.7.1280 (ar 31). AIII Handlist no. 132.
DCD, M.C., no. 631.
John (Balliol) k: grants William of Silksworth, k’s sergeant, 10 merks of land in Covington, in f+h, for foreinsec service.
At Stirling. 21.11.1295 (ar 4). AIII Handlist no. 385.
DCD, M.C., no. 632.

Robert (I) k: grants five stags yearly from forest of Selkirk to C.
DCD, M.C., no. 633.

Robert (I) k: orders the forester of Selkirk to deliver five stags as in no. 79.
DCD, M.C., no. 634.

Robert (I) k: confs C’s possessions as in nos 2, 3, 4, 15 above and 116 below.
At Edinburgh. 16.3.1328 (ar 23). RRS v no. 340.
DCD, M.C., no. 635.

Robert (I) k: confs to Richard of Whitworth, warden of C, 40 merks from Ayton mills.
At Berwick. 16.7.1328 (ar 23). RRS v no. 352.
DCD, M.C., no. 636.

Edward Balliol: receipt for cash recievied from pr Dhm.
At London. 27.10.1343

David (II) k: orders the forester of Selkirk to deliver five stags, as in no. 79.
At Stirling. 24.12.1343 (ar 15). RRS vi no. 79.
DCD, M.C., no. 637.

David (II) k: confs no. 79.
At Edinburgh. 1.1.1364 (ar 34). RRS vi no. 312.
DCD, M.C., no. 640.

David (II) k: confs no. 81.
At Edinburgh. 1.1.1364 (ar 34). RRS vi no. 313.
DCD, M.C., no. 644.

David (II) k: orders sher Berwick to investigate tenure of Wester Lumsdaine.
At Edinburgh. 8.6.1364 (ar 34). RRS vi no. 319.
DCD, M.C., no. 639.
88 David (II) k: orders sher Berwick to investigate tenure of ‘vill’ of Lumsdaine.
   At Perth. 13.7.1364 (ar 35). RRS vi no. 322.
   DCD, M.C., no. 638.

89 David (II) k: confs no. 142.
   At Edinburgh. 28.8.1367 (ar 38). RRS vi no. 379.
   DCD, M.C., no. 643.

90 David (II) k: orders pr Dhm & others to infeft Thomas Rayll in 2 bovates in C.
   At Edinburgh. 24.10.1367 (ar 38). RRS vi no. 386.
   DCD, M.C., no. 641.

91 David (II) k: letter of protection for C.
   At Scone. 16.6.1368 (ar 39). RRS vi no. 398.
   DCD, M.C., no. 642.

92 Robert (III) k: confs no. 86.
   At Linlithgow. 26.1.1391/2 (ar 2). RMS i no. 839.
   DCD, M.C., no. 645.

93 James (I) k: restores William Drax to C as pr.
   At Perth. 2.6.1424 (ar 19). (cf RMS ii no. 2; APS ii p25 no. 1).
   DCD, M.C., no. 646.

94 James (I) k: confs RMS i no. 832 (chr of Robert III for Dryburgh).
   At Perth. 30.5.1424. Not in RMS.

95 James (II) k: letter of protection for C.
   At Stirling. 12.6.1442. Privy Seal on paper; vernacular.
   DCD, M.C., no. 647.

96 James (II) k: three vernacular letters
   DCD, M.C., no. 650; cf. no. 651.

96A Orders to sheriffs and others to proclaim the k’s name and prevent anybody
   from joining the rebellion of Patrick Hepburn.
   At Stirling. 28.4.1446 (ar 10). Privy Seal.

96B Orders Patrick Hepburn to restore money and other goods taken in the castle
   of Dunbar.
   At Stirling. 28.4.1446 (ar 10). Privy Seal.

96C Orders persons taken at Dunbar to resist Patrick Hepburn.
   At Stirling. 28.4.1446 (ar 10). Privy Seal.
97 James (II) k: protection for John Pencher, pr C, to enjoy the temporalities.
At Edinburgh. 23.10.1456 (ar 20). Gt Seal; not in RMS.
DCD, M.C., no. 649.

98 James (II) k: declaration that, following a truce of 6 July 1457, the borders are now open.
At Stirling. 6.1.1457/8 (no ar date). Gt Seal; not in RMS.
DCD, M.C., nos. 648, 684.

99 David, e: records a judgement before him that Hordean belongs to Dhm.
Prob 1116 x 1118. DdI no. 11.
DCD, M.C., no. 759.

100 David, e: confs to Dhm all it held when k Edgar died, and adds Swinton.
Prob 1116 x 1118. DdI no. 10.
DCD, M.C., no. 760.

101 David, e: informs Alfgar pr Dhm that he has granted Swinton.
Prob 1116 x 1118. DdI no. 9.
DCD, M.C., no. 762. Seal, no. 761.

102 David, e: confs to Dhm the ch of Ednam as Thor ‘longus’ gave it.
Prob 1116 x 1118. DdI no. 12.

103 Henry, e: grants to C the lands of Edrom and Nisbet as held by Cospatric bro of Dolfin.
At Durham. Prob 1141. DdI no. 102.
DCD, M.C., no. 757.

104 Henry, e: orders e Cospatric to allow the gift of his father ie Edrom and Nisbet to be free and to restore oxen.
Prob 1139 or 1140. DdI no. 78.
DCD, M.C., no. 753.

105 Henry, e: confs to C the gift of Edrom and Nisbet made by e Cospatric.
1147 x 1152; prob 1147. DdI no. 160.
DCD, M.C., no. 752.

106 Henry, e: general notification that Swain the priest has quitclaimed to C,
Fishwick and half of Prenderguest and the land wh he had in C & Lumsdaine.
1141 x 1152; prob 1141 x 1144. DdI no. 122.
DCD, M.C., no. 754.
107 Henry, e: informs men of his e’dom of Northumberland that lands of Dhm are in his peace and custody.
At Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 1141. DdI no. 104.
DCD, M.C., no. 751.

108 Henry, e: notifies G de Umfraville, his constable, and his other barons and vassals that he has taken the lands of Dhm into his protection and peace.
At Jedburgh. 1141 x 1152; prob 1141 x 1144. DdI no. 123.
DCD, M.C., no. 755.

109 Henry s k Scots: grants to Dhm, Swinton, as the chr of his uncle k Edgar witnesses (no 4 above) and as his father granted and restored it to them.
At Huntingdon. 1136 x 1141. DdI no. 65.
DCD, M.C., no. 756.

110 Henry s k Scots: grants to Dhm, at request of Nicholas (de Grenville), a fishery in r Tyne and land in Cramlington.
1139 x 1141. DdI no. 80.
DCD, 4a 2e Spec. 46.

111 Cospatric bro of Dolfin: grants to pr C the vill and ch of Edrom and chapels and vill of Nisbet. CED, Durham, no. 1 (Dhm1).
1147 (This date is wrong; C was dead by 16.8.1139: see nos. 19-20).
DCD, M.C., no. 778.

112 Cospatric, e: confs no. 111.
1147 x 1166. CED/Dhm2.
DCD, M.C., no. 777.

113 Cospatric, e: confs no. 111.
1154 x 1165 (text ref to Malcolm IV). CED/Dhm3.
DCD, M.C., no. 779.

114 Waltheof, e: confs no. 111
1166. CED/Dhm4.
DCD, M.C., no. 787.

115 Waltheof e and pr C; agreement that Eustace s Swain the priest shall hold 2 carr in Renton ‘ad firmam’ by the same service as his f had held the entire vill.
1166 x 1182 (Dates for e Waltheof but perhaps late in period from some wtn).
CED, Coldingham, no. 1 (C1).
DCD, M.C., no. 788.

116 Patrick (I), e: confs to pr Dhm the vill and ch of Edrom, chapel of Earlston and vill of Nisbet.
   1189 x 1199 (Hugh chanc witn). CED/Dhm5.
DCD, M.C., no. 764.

117 Patrick (I), e: quitclaims to pr Dhm the land of Swinton between Fogo and Swinton.
   1182 x 1232 (e Patrick); poss c1200 (from witn). CED/Dhm6.
DCD, M.C., no. 766.

118 Patrick (I), e: confs his s’s quitclaim (no 125) of Swinwood to pr C.
   Prob 29.3.1231 x 1232 (see no. 126). CED/C4.
DCD, M.C., no. 769.

119 Patrick (I), e: receipt for 100 merks in consideration of quitclaim of Swinwood to Thomas pr C.
   29.3.1231 x 1232 (see no. 126). CED/C8.
DCD, M.C., no. 767.

120 Patrick (I), e Dunbar: grants to C easements of burn of Akiside and of Elmdene so long as they hold it in their own lordship.
   Poss 1190s (from witn); phps after 1198 (see no. 177).
CED/C2.
DCD, M.C., no. 763.

121 Patrick (I), e Dunbar: orders his steward to hand over to C all their ‘servi nativi’ found on e’s land.
   Poss c1200 (from e’s title) x 1232. No witn. CED/C3.
DCD, M.C., no. 768.

122 Patrick (I), e Dunbar and Thomas pr C; agreement on grazing rights and marches in Billiemire.
   1212 x 1222 (pr Thos x Walter Lindsay witn) CED/C5.
DCD, M.C., no. 744.

123 = shorter version of no. 122, with same witn. CED/C6.
DCD, M.C., no. 743.

124 Patrick (I), e Dunbar: confs the resignation and quitclaim of his s Patrick of land of Swinwood to C (no. 125).
March 1231 x 1232 (prob after no. 125). CED/C7.
DCD, M.C., no. 765.

125 Patrick s e Patrick (I): resigns and quitclaims to C all claims to Swinwood wh his ancestors had unlawfully held and occupied.
c. March 1231. CED, Charters of the earls’ heirs, no. 7 (H7).
DCD, M.C., nos. 741, 742.

126 Patrick s Patrick (I) e Dunbar: has acknowledged in court of k Alexander (II) the full right of C to Swinwood and has resigned it in the k’s court. At Roxburgh. 29.3.1231 (3 kal Apr). See no 67. CED/H8.
DCD, M.C., nos. 733, 734.

127 Patrick s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: letter to k Alexander (II) recording that at C he resigned and quitclaimed Swinwood and asks k to confirm this. c. March 1231 (no. 126). No witn. CED/H9.
DCD, M.C., no. 736.

128 Patrick s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: letter to his f asking for conf of chr of resignation etc of Swinwood to C. c. March 1231. No witn. CED/H10.
DCD, M.C., no. 739.

129 Patrick s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: acknowledges receipt on 29.8.1231 of 40 merks sterling from 200 merks owed for Swinwood and due on 2.2.1231/2. c. 29.8.1231. No witn. CED/H11.
DCD, M.C., no. 738.

130 Patrick s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: acknowledges receipt on 28.12.1231 of 40 merks sterl from 200 merks owed for Swinwood and due on 2.2.1231/2. c. 28.12.1231. No. witn. CED/H12.
DCD, M.C., no. 734*.

131 Patrick s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: acknowledges receipt on 29.8.1232 of 200 merks from pr C for Swinwood. c. 29.8.1232. No. witn. CED/H14.
DCD, M.C., no. 735.

132 Patrick s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: acknowledges that in the year 1232 he has received from pr C 170 merks of 200 due from pr for Swinwood.
1232 No witn. CED/H13.
DCD, M.C., no. 737.

William s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: confs the resignation and quitclaim of Swinwood by his bro Patrick.
c. March 1231 (see no. 125).
DCD, M.C., no. 785.

William s e Patrick (I) of Dunbar: confs the resignation and quitclaim of Swinwood by his f e Patrick and bro Patrick.
c. March 1231 or later (see nos. 124-5, 133).
DCD, M.C., no. 786.

Patrick (II) e s e Patrick (I): confs to Dhm the vill of Edrom, chapel of Earlston and chapel and vill of Nisbet.
1232 x (e Patrick II). (See no. 116). CED/Dhm 7
DCD, M.C., nos. 745, 746.

Patrick (III) e of Dunbar s e Patrick (II): restores to pr Dhm the ward of East Nisbet and marriage of heir of that vill, and renounces any future sale of the marriage as long as the heirs are not disparaged.
c. 1250s (from witn). CED/Dhm 8.
DCD, M.C., no.775.

Patrick (III) e of Dunbar s e Patrick (II): restores to Dhm the ward of East Nisbet (as in no. 136) saving yearly to himself and his heirs 30 shillings at Martinmas from pr C.
4.11.1261. CED/Dhm 9.
DCD, M.C., no. 776.

Patrick (III) e Dunbar: resigns and quitclaims to pr C all rights and claims to a certain feast (?hospitality?).
29.5.1279. CED/C12.
DCD, M.C., no. 774.

Patrick (III) e Dunbar: confs to pr C half of Billie (as in nos. 122, 123).
c. 1248 (witn David Graham sher Berwick; Aymer Maxwell sher Roxburgh.
DCD, M.C., no. 772.

Patrick (III) e Dunbar: confs to Henry pr C half of Billie, as in no. 122.
DCD, M.C., no. 773.

141 Patrick (V) e Dunbar: permits C to have a lade on his land at Elmden Water on west side of C’s mill of Oldcambus.

DCD, M.C., no. 791.

142 Patrick of Dunbar e March: after disputes with C about dues from Edrom, confs no. 111.

DCD, M.C., nos. 792, 793.

143 George s George of Dunbar e March: quitclaims land in Oldcambus.

DCD, M.C., no. 789.

145 Robert d Albany Governor Scotland: confs no. 145A.

At Edinburgh. 17.3.1410/11. (a gub 5).
DCD, M.C., no. 789.

145A John of Aycliffe pr C: wadsets to Thomas Purva the lands of Swinwood for 220 gold nobles English money, to be held by Thos until pr’s debt is satisfied.
At C/ 24.2.1410/11. No witn; text in no. 145. (see also nos. 593, 597-8)

146 Robert d Albany Governor Scotland: orders that Wm Drax pr C be admitted to the temporalities of the pry.

At Falkland. 9.5.1418. (a gub 13).
DCD, M.C., no. 790.

147 William e Douglas ld Liddesdale justiciar besouth Forth; announces that since he cannot hold his ayre at Berwick, C is a suitable place and that his presence there will not prejudice the pr’s liberty.

At C. 23.1.1371/2.
DCD, M.C., no. 781.
148 Archibald e Douglas ld Galloway ‘keeper’ of lands etc of C: has appointed Alexander of Home as his substitute and grants him £20 usual money from the yearly pension of £100 due to e as ‘keeper’.
   At London. 28.10.1406. Vernacular.
   DCD, M.C., no. 782.

149 Archibald e Douglas: releases C from payment of yearly pension due to him.
   At Edinburgh. 5.10.1413.
   DCD, M.C., no. 783.

150 Archibald e Douglas: releases pr C from payment of yearly pension but reserves a yearly pension of £20 usual money to Andrew Raeburn, monk of Kilwinning.
   At Edinburgh. 27.6.1414. (For Raeburn, see MRHS, 215)
   DCD, M.C., no. 784.

151 Margaret c’tess Angus and Mar: releases pr C from all claims in Brockholes, Harewood and Denewood and confs marches between C and Bunkle as in chr of Ranulf of Bunkle (no. 168).
   At Bagby nr Herdmanstoun. 4.1.1415/16.
   DCD, M.C., no. 653.

152 William Douglas e Angus: quitclaims pr C from all claims in Brockholes etc as in no. 151.
   At Bunkle. 10.8.1427.
   DCD, M.C., no. 795.

153 William Douglas e Angus: informs Wm Drax pr c that since Thomas Atkynson of Bunkle has been given a tack of Brockholes, the e will make no further claims about letting the lands.
   At Bunkle. 31.5.1429. (See also no. 560).
   DCD, M.C., no. 794.

154 William Douglas e Angus ld Liddesdale & Jedforest: acknowledges receipt of 113 marks usual money from Wm Drax pr C for redeeming the tack of Brockholes.
   At Bunkle. 3.6.1429.
   DCD, M.C., no. 796.

155 & William de Vieupont: restores and grants to C land near Horden.
156  1147 x 1160 (witn Arnold abb Kelso).
    DCD, M.C., nos. 728 (155), 718 (156)
157  Walter Olifard: grants 2 merks yearly to Dhm from Smailholm ch and 2 ½
    merks yearly after death of Fulk the clerk.
    x 1242 (death Wr Olifard, but may be consid earlier) No witn.
    DCD, M.C., no. 712.
158  Clerambault of Ashby: with consent of Walter Olifard grants 2 fisheries in r
    Tweed to C for 8 shillings yearly.
    x 1242 (death Wr Olifard, who confs in no. 159).
    DCD, M.C., no. 731.
159  Walter Olifard: confs no. 158.
    x1242 (death Wr Olifard) No witn.
    DCD, M.C., no. 732.
160  William of Mordington: grants to C a fishery in r Tweed at ‘Schipeswel’.
1230s x 1240s (witn William vicar Oldcambus and Adam of Prenderguest).
    DCD, M.C., no. 780.
161  Thor ‘longus’: grants to C the newly built ch of Ednam and 1 carr to Dhm.
1107 x 1118 (death k Edgar x conf of e David). ESC, no. 24.
162  Thor ‘longus’: asks e David to conf his gift of Ednam ch.
1113 x 1118 (David as e x his conf no 102 above). ESC, no. 33.
    DCD, M.C., no. 722.
163  Everard of Pencaitland: quitclaims to Bertram pr Dhm land between Edrom
    and Blanerne.
1189 x 1213 (Bertram pr Dhm); poss c1200 (witn Adam of Bunkle).
    DCD, M.C., no. 724.
164  Walter de Lindsay: grants ch of Earlston to Kelso abb.
1154 x (death David I x) but x no 165.
    DCD, M.C., no. 726.
165  Walter de Lindsay: grants ch of Earlston and 1 carr to Dhm.
1165 x 1174 (Andrew archd Lothian x John archd Dhm).
    DCD, M.C., nos. 713, 676 (copy).
166  Walter de Bois: grants to Dhm 3 acres in the field (campo) of Carruthers
    towards ‘Tauenaus’. (See no. 167).
Walter de Bois, wis Galiena, Richard his heir: grant to Dhm land at ‘Tauenaus’
by specified marches and common pasture of vill of Carruthers. (In N-E
Dumfriesshire nr Kirtlehead).
Prob early 13C, as is no 166.

Ranulf of Bunkle: resigns all his claims and rights in woods and moors of C.
x1232 (witen Patrick s e Patrick); poss 1231-2 from R de B’s known floruit.

Ranulf of Bunkle: grants to C the land called ‘Toddehalech’ in Edrom.
Prob same date as no 168; same witen.

Edward s Peter of Restalrig: grants to Robert s Matilda 2 tofts at Eyemouth
and 1 at Leith.
Early 1170s (from other known dates for grantor and witen Roger de Pagua clk
of Walter s Alan, not shown as late and so x1174).

Edward of Restalrig: grants to Herbert pr C 2 tofts at Eyemouth and 1 at Leith.
Mid-1170s (from known dates for pr Herbert); certainly x1188 (when next
known pr is in office).

William de Vaux: grants to C 2 bovates (in specified places) in Gullane (E.
Lothian).
x 1203 (Ralph pr C witen).

William de Vaux: grants to C a toft and pieces of land (specified) in Gullane
(E. Lothian), to be held by Osmund of the monks for 4 pence yearly at
Michaelmas.
? c1200 (see no. 172).

John de Vaux: confs the grant in no. 173 and increases rent of the tenant, Luc s
Osmund, to 7 shillings at Michaelmas.
Poss c1215x (John de Vaux witen acta of Alexander II from 1221 but may have
succ. his f before then).

William Cumin: grants 1 stone wax yearly to C.
x1212 (grantor not shown as e Buchan).
DCD, M.C., no. 2554 (formerly).

176 John Cumin kt: confs gift in no. 175 by Wm Cumin his ‘predecessor’.
Prob. x c1277 (from witn, this conf is by John (I) ld of Badenoch).
DCD, M.C., no. 2563 (formerly).

177 Edward of Oldcambus: resigns his rights in Oldcambus in exch for Lumsdaine.
1198 (See no. 56 above and nos. 647, 648/648A below).
DCD, M.C., no. 5924.

178 Nicholas s Thomas of Oldcambus: resigns any rights he may have in Oldcambus.
1270s (from witn Philip of Linton, constable of Berwick; sir Henry of Prenderguest.
DCD, M.C., no. 5925.

179 David s Arnold of Quixwood: grants to Adam his bro a t+c and 7 acres in Oldcambus.
Early 13C (witn William of Lumsdaine).
DCD, M.C., no. 1153.

180 David s Arnold: grants C 26 acres in Oldcambus.
Poss 1198x (ie after resig in no. 177 above).
DCD, M.C., no. 1148.

181 David s Arnold of Quixwood: grants to C specified land in Oldcambus in exch for 2 bovates in C.
early 1200s (witn Gregory steward of C).
DCD, M.C., no. 938.

182 David s Arnold: does homage for land in Oldcambus formerly held by his f.
x1203 (text ref to Ralph pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 938.

183 David of Quixwood: grants to C all his land in Oldcambus in exch for 60 acres in C.
x9.12.1223 (see no. 65 above). (Same witn in no. 187).
DCD, M.C., no. 938.

184 David of Quixwood: resigns toft next smithy of Benedict the smith.
185 David of Quixwood: resigns claims against Arnold pr C ‘in full court’.
1207-8 x 1211 (pr Arnold).
DCD, M.C., no. 939.

186 David of Quixwood: grants to the hospital of Oldcambus ½ carr held by Ralph
the skinner (‘pelliparius’).
x 6.5.1214 (conf by no. 59 above).
DCD, M.C., no. 936.

187 Thomas s David of Quixwood: grants to C the land wh his father held in
Oldcambus as in his f’s chr (no. 183).
?1220s (same wttn as no. 183).
DCD, M.C., no. 1158.

188 Thomas s David of Quixwood: grants homage and service of Patrick s Colman
in Oldcambus.
x1249 (wttn. Wm de Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 1157.

189 Richard s Reginald of Oldhamstocks: grants land to Patrick s Colman in
Oldcambus for 7 ½ pence yearly to C.
1239 x 1242 (wttn pr Anketin).
DCD, M.C., no. 962.

190 Patrick s Colman: grants to C all the land in no. 189.
8.7.1255.
DCD, M.C., no. 963.

191 Michael s Edward of Auchencrow: quitclaims to C ½ carr in Oldcambus wh
he had claimed ‘by brieve of the lord king’.
x1249 (wttn Wm de Mordington); poss late 1230s (wttn Adam of Reston and
Adam of Prenderguest).
DCD, M.C., no. 5927.

192 William vicar of Oldcambus: promises that his cattle will not stray in future
into the pr’s wood and warren.
12.3.1249/50.
DCD, M.C., no. 1146.
193 Hugh de Mordington chap, Walter of Prenderguest: declare after an inquiry at Oldcambus that the valuation of the vicarage there scarcely reaches 17 merks. ? mid 13C. (Valuers not known elsewhere). (17 merks is just above the 15 merks value in Arb. Lib., I, 234 and St A. Lib., 31).
DCD, M.C., no. 1150.

194 Simon s Thomas: grants to C the land and service of William Brown in Auchencrow.
x1233 (witn Geoffrey Ridel).
DCD, M.C., no. 5926.

195 Richard s Robert s Matthew of Auchencrow: grants to Roger ‘del Bernes’ 7 acres in Auchencrow.
c1250x (witn Gilbert of Lumsdaine).
DCD, M.C., no. 882.

196 Thomas s Robert s Matthew of Auchencrow: grants to C a messuage and 20 acres in Auchencrow.
8.10.1275.
DCD, M.C., no. 5928.

197 Adam s Ylif of Auchencrow: grants to C 6 acres in Auchencrow.
x1233 (witn Geoffrey Ridel).
DCD, M.C., no. 884.

198 David of Paxton: grants to C ½ carr in Auchencrow wh Walter s Robert parson of Ednam bought for 14 merks.
c1200 (witn Gervase Ridel, Elias of Prenderguest).
DCD, M.C., no. 983.

199 Walter s Robert former parson of Ednam: grants to C ½ carr in Auchencrow wh he bought from David of Paxton.
c1200 (prob about same time as no. 198).
DCD, M.C., no. 883.

200 Gregory s ?Maurice/ the marshall: grants to C 60 acres in ‘Birkenside’.
5.11.1255.
DCD, M.C., no. 881.

201 Ulkil s Uthred: grants to Maurice s mstr Merlin land in Over Ayton for 10 merks.
x1189 (witn Bertram pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 890.

202 Robert Purroc: grants to Wm Scot of C 7 acres in Ayton.
c1250 x 1280 (witn Gilbert of Lumsdaine).
DCD, M.C., no. 1121.

203 Walter s Robert Purroc: grants to C 1 bovate in Ayton.
28.3.1259
DCD, M.C., no. 1122.

204 Walter s+h Robert Purroc: grants to C all his land in Over Ayton.
1276. Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1126.

205-6 Walter s+h Robert Purroc: grants to C 2 bovates in Over Ayton.
Prob 1270s (witn Peter of Mordington, John Ridel).
DCD, M.C., nos. 1124-5.

207 Walter Purroc: sells to Adam ‘de Camera’ 3 ‘selions’ of land.
x12.3.1279/80 (see no. 229) but prob earlier 1270s (witn John Ridel).
DCD, M.C., no. 1120.

208 John Purroc: confs land held by s Wm Scot of C in Over Ayton.
1283 (see also no. 202).
DCD, M.C., no. 1119.

209 Maurice of Ayton: grants to C land near Prenderguest mill.
x1222 (witn Walter Lindsay sher).

210 Sybil dau Maurice of Over Ayton: resigns to C 1/3 of her f’s land in Over Ayton because of arrears of service.
Prob 16.2.1246/7 (see no. 211).
DCD, M.C., nos. 894, 900, 912.

211 Declaration by kts, free tenants and all owing suit to court of C’shire that the land of Sybil dau Maurice should revert to pr C.
16.2.1246/7 (see nos. 210 and 220).
DCD, M.C., no. 902.

212 Alice wid of Robert s Maurice of Over Ayton: grants to Walter s Robert Purroc her dower land in Over Ayton.
26.3.1276
DCD, M.C., no. 905.

213 Stephen of Ayton: grants to C a t+c in Ayton next to house of Adam the baker and 18 acres.
Early 1200s (from witn).

DCD, M.C., no. 911.

214 Elias Chaunum of Ayton: grants C 1 toft in Over Ayton and 19 acres arable.
5.9.1254
DCD, M.C., no. 903.

215 Elias Chaunum of Ayton: quitclaims to C for defect of service ½ carr in Over Ayton.
DCD, M.C., nos. 895, 896.

216 Simon pr C and Elias clk of Over Ayton: agreement over exch of tofts in Ayton.
1189 x 1203 (pr Simon).
DCD, M.C., no. 893.

217 Elias of Over Ayton: grants to C tofts in Ayton for 6 merks and 3 shillings wh Ralph pr C gave him.
x1203 (pr Ralph).
DCD, M.C., no. 892.

218 William Fleming : resigns to pr C a toft in Ayton.
20.8.1328/15.10.1328 (two poss feast days).
DCD, M.C., no. 998.

219 Roger 'poor’ of Ayton: grants to C 2 bovates with consent of his w and heirs (two dau).
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 898.

220 John of Jedward and Mariota his w (dau of Maurice of Ayton): resign land in Over Ayton because of arrears of service of 10 merks.
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington) but poss same time as nos. 210-211.
DCD, M.C., no. 899.

221 Simon s Thomas: resigns land in Ayton.
1229 x 1234 (witn pr Thomas).
DCD, M.C., no. 910.

222 Simon s Elias of Prenderguest: resigns to C 10 acres in ‘Coteflat’ for ‘a certain sum of money’.
late 1240s (witn David Graham sher Berwick).

223 Simon s Elias of Prenderguest and Walter his bro: grant to C 8 acres in ‘Koleburnflat’.
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 906.

224 Richard s Elias of Prenderguest: grants his bro Walter the land of ‘Leycroft’ for a money rent.
1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin).
DCD, M.C., no. 908.

225 Waltheof s William: grants 1 acre to chapel of St Denis in Ayton.
1229 x 1234 (witn pr Thomas).
DCD, M.C., no. 904.

226 Adam s Walter of Over Ayton: grants to Adam pr C land for a mill and lade on east of ‘Duckiespoel’ next to Water of Eye.
At C. 11.8.1331/20.10.1331 (2 poss feast days).
DCD, M.C., no. 909.

227 Richard Fraunceys of Over Ayton: grants a messuage for his maintenance at C.
1270s x 1280s (known floruit of granter).
DCD, M.C., no. 1118.

228 John s William of Ayton: grants to C ‘special licence’ to bring water from Water of Eye across his land to a mill.
11.8.1327/20.10/1327 (2 poss feast days).
DCD, M.C., no. 901.

228bis William Mason burgess of Berwick: grants to Adam pr C 1 toft in Nether Ayton formerly held by Walter of Lamberton.
3.11.1328
DCD, M.C., no. 984.

229 Adam de Camera: grants to C all the land he bought from Walter Purroc in Over Ayton.
12.3.1279/80 (see also no. 207).
DCD, M.C., no. 907.

230 Robert of Lamberton, s+h of late Wm of Lamberton: grants to Wm Stubbe, burgess of Berwick, all the lands wh he held in Over Ayton and elsewhere.
14.3.1336/7
DCD, M.C., no. 913.

231 George Edward, servant: exchanges land in Nether Ayton for land in C.
1441 Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 879.

232 Record of long and contentious pleadings in pr’s court about 12 pence received for berthing a ship at Eyemouth.
Prob 1270s (from witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 1128.

233 Cancelled record of dispute between pr C and community of Berwick heard before pr Kelso.
1284 Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 967.

234 John of London and community of Berwick: their presentation of John of Edrom to vicarage of Berwick will not be used as a custom.
At Berwick. 19.1.1331

235 Wm Cokenay s Margaret of Carlaverock: grants to Robert del Both, burgess of Berwick, and Margaret his w, a curtilage in Berwick.
12.12.1342
DCD, M.C., no. 968.

2.4.1358
DCD, M.C., no. 946.

237 Edward (III) k England: grants to John Archer land in Berwick for 10 shillings and 6 pence ‘burgmale’.
31.4.1373 (ar 47).
DCD, M.C., no. 969.
238 William s of the Chanter: quitclaims to Henry pr C a toft and messuage wh belonged to his f in Berwick.
10.8.1253/17.10.1253 (2 poss feast days).
DCD, M.C., no. 945a.

239 William s of the Chanter: quitclaims land in no. 238 and land wh his f held near ‘Bradewelle’.
Date as in no. 238 (same witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 945b.

240 Note of plea between C and Melrose abb: former grants to latter the teind of fishery of ‘Berwickstreme’ and of a croft and curtilage in upper ‘Ravensdene’ for 4 merks and a salmon yearly.
7.1.1272/3.
DCD, M.C., no. 668.

241 Robert of Walworth pr C and (unnamed) abb Melrose: plea about fishery of ‘Berwickstreme’.
1365 (ar 39 Edward III).

242 Pr StA (unnamed): letter to community of Berwick reminding it that he is owed over 40 shillings.
Prob 1250s x 1280s (Text ref to a Gilbert of Lumsdaine).

243 Henry of Prenderguest: chr about lands of Berrington.
Poss 1258 x 1281 (floruit of one Henry of P) or 1320s (a later H of P).
Notitia.

244 John, master of nuns of St Bothans: letter about 12 pence or 1 pound pepper due for teind of a meadow at Billie.
x1235 (no witn but text ref to Adam s Ylif of Auchenrow prob dead x 1235).
DCD, M.C., no. 719.

245 David of Quixwood: quitclaims to pr C, for 4 merks, 4 loads of palings and rods from pr’s woods.
x 1222 (witm Walter Lindsay sher).
DCD, M.C., no. 5930.

246 David s Arnold of Quixwood: sells to pr C 2 bovates in C given to him in exch for land in wood of Oldcambus.
x1222 (witm Walter Lindsay) but poss x1212/13 (see no. 532).
DCD, M.C., no. 995.

David of Quixwood: with consent of heir Thomas grants to C 1 ½ acres in C next to the sea.

x1249 (from known floruit of granter; no witn).

DCD, M.C., no. 1006.

Thomas s David of Quixwood: confs no. 247.

x1249 (prob same time as no. 247; no witn).

DCD, M.C., no. 1007.

David of Quixwood + Ada his w: grant to C 3 roods next to ‘Ebbecnol’ wh Waltheof Pethun held.

x1249 (as in no. 247 above).

DCD, M.C., no. 1008.

David of Quixwood: grants to C 1 acre in C for soul of Ada his w.

x1249 (as in no. 247, but later than no. 249).

DCD, M.C., no. 5933.

David of Quixwood: grants to C 3 perticates in C for building ch tower.

1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin).

DCD, M.C., no. 5932.

Thomas s David of Quixwood: confs no. 251.

Poss 1239 x 1242 (as in no. 251; no witn).

DCD, M.C., no. 897.

David of Quixwood: grants to C 1 ½ acres on ‘Dunecnol’ for building ch of C.

1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin).

DCD, M.C., no. 948.

David of Quixwood: grants to C 1 ½ acres next to ‘Stanlanlethe’ in exch for 1 ½ acres next to ‘Haliden’ wh he did not warrant.

1242 x 1244 (witn Bertram pr C).

DCD, M.C., no. 5934.

David of Quixwood: grants to C 6 acres in C for a lamp in the ch, and if he cannot warrant the land he will pay 60 shillings yearly to sacrist of C.

1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin).

DCD, M.C., no. 5931.
256 David of Quixwood: grants to C 16 acres in C wh he received in exch for land in Oldcambus.
   1229 x 1234 (witn Thomas of Melsanby pr C).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1002.

257 David of Quixwood: grants to C 5 roods next to ‘Benerig’ in C.
   x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
   DCD, M.C., no. 758.

258 David of Quixwood: grants to C 1 acre in C for lights in ch.
   x1249 (floruit of granter)
   DCD, M.C., no. 1011.

259 David of Quixwood: grants to Dhm 10 acres in C in ‘Flores’.
   1212 x 1221 or 1229 x 1234 (witn pr Thomas; prob latter).
   DCD, M.C., no. 886.

260 Thomas s David of Quixwood: confs no. 259.
   Prob same date as no. 259. No witn.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1013.

261 5 missing chr of family of Renton.

262-3 Adam ‘Wiseman’: quitclaims to C all rights in specified lands and a croft.
   19.6.1285/21.8.1285 (2 poss feast days).
   DCD, M.C., nos. 5937, 5938.

264 Ralph s Elwald: sells to Richard neph Simon pr C for 37 shillings a toft and other land in C.
   x1203 (witn Richard de Prebenda k’s clk) (see also no. 57 above and 319 below).
   DCD, M.C., no. 965.

265 Ralph s Elwald: sells to Richard neph pr C 1 toft in C for 4 ½ merks; Richard to render 6 pence yearly.
   x1203 (witn Richard de Prebenda, k’s clk) (see also no. 319).
   DCD, M.C., no. 853.

266 Ralph s Elwald: resigns land in presence of Arnold pr C and his ‘curia’ at Reston.
   x9.12.1207 (witn Walter k’s chap).
   DCD, M.C., no. 857.
267  Ralph s Elwald: sells to Ralph pr C 1 toft and house in C for 30 shillings and a
corodey for two years.
1218 x 1229 (pr Ralph).
DCD, M.C., no. 854.

268  Ralph s Elwald: grants to C 18 acres next to croft of Wm of the Cellar.
Poss early 1200s (from witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 856.

269  Haldan the brewer: sells to C for 1 merk land in C bought from Ralph s
Elwald.
1190s/ early 1200s (witn Gregory steward of C; but after no. 270).
DCD, M.C., no. 1044.

270  Ralph s Elwald: sells to Haldan the brewer land in C for spurs worth 1 penny.
1190s/ early 1200s (witn Gregory steward of C).
DCD, M.C., no. 855.

271  William of Lumsdaine and w Ermiger: resign land in C to pr.
1200 x 1235 (floruit of granter and witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 5935.

272  Roger s Ralph ‘prepositus’: resigns land in C wh his f had been granted by
pry.
1239
DCD, M.C., no. 852.

273  Ralph Messenger s Alan Granger: resigns land in C in exch for land formerly
held by Stephen Stampard.
3.11.1280 (see also nos. 308-9).
DCD, M.C., no. 880.

274  Emma dau late Elias Dunning: grants to Alan Carpenter and w Mabel,
Emma’s niece, 1 toft in C.
13.10.1278.
DCD, M.C., no. 980.

275  Alan Carpenter and w Amabile with agreement of ss Geoffrey and William:
grant to C a toft (as in no. 274) ‘for a certain sum of money’.
1278 x 1296 (no. 274 x death pr Henry of C).
DCD, M.C., no. 942.
276  Adam s Phillip of C: grants a t+c in C to William Carpenter.
1240s (witn pr Richard). (See also no. 325).
DCD, M.C., no. 1022.

277  Gregory Marischal: quitclaims to pr C a house and curtilage in C.
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 927.

278  Robert the Almoner: letter about a toft and 14 acres called Stampardcroft
    granted by pr Adam of Pontrefract to pry.
1309 x 1311 (witn pr Adam).
DCD, M.C., no. 1023.

279  Ralph ‘Hostiarius’: grants to C 6 acres in C wh he had from Adam de Lek in
    exch for 6 acres in ‘Beneflat’.
1255 x 1281 (floruit of witn Henry of Prenderguest).
DCD, M.C., no. 996.

280  Bertram s Robert Cook: quitclaims all his land in C.
1255 x 1281 (floruit of witn Henry of Prenderguest).

281  Stephen Stampard: grants to Robert Hopper 1 acre in C called
    ‘Stampardesakyr’ for 4 pence yearly to C.
1263 x 1276 (witn Roger pr C) (see also nos. 285-6).
DCD, M.C., no. 941.

282  Stephen Stampard s William Stampard: grants to Roger pr C 1 acre in C
    formerly held by Gregory de Bethyoc.
1263 x 1276 (Roger pr C).
DCD, M.C., nos. 990, 991.

283  John Hopper: grants to almoner of C a toft and brewhouse for money wh
    almoner, Robert de Bowes, had given him.
1255 x 1281 (floruit of witn Henry of Prenderguest).
DCD, M.C., no. 1046.

284  Patrick Hopper: leases land in C to James s Patrick for 12 years.
At C. 4.12.1290 Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 932.

285  Robert Hopper and Patrick Hopper his s: grant ‘Stampardsacre’ to pr C.
At Ayton; in court. 3.9.1291/12.3.1292 (2 poss feast days)
Robert Hopper and s Patrick: grant to Stephen of Howden, sacrist of C, 1 acre called ‘Stampardsacre’ for upkeep of chapel of St Ebba on the hill. 1276 x 1296 (witn Henry of Horncaster pr C).

Amabilla Cogane: grants a tenement in ‘Suthton’ of C to pr C. 1326

Richard Ploume: resigns to pr C ‘for a certain sum of money’ land in C. Late 13C/early 14C (from witn).

John s+h Richard Ploume: quitclaims ‘for a certain sum of money’ land in C wh belonged to him hereditarily by right of his m Beatrice. Late 13C/early 14C (poss same time as no. 288): same land and 2 witn in common).

Angerius s Moys: grants 1 t+c in C for a daily mass to the Virgin at C. 1239 x 1242 (witn Anketin pr C).

Walter of Simprim and w Cecilia: grant a t+c in C to Walter s Gregor of C. 1255 x 1281 (Floruit of witn Henry of Prenderguest).

Walter of Simprim and Cecilia dau Marjorie Rede: grant to C 1 t+c in C. 1255 x 1281 (witn Henry of Prenderguest) but poss 1270s (witn Peter of Mordington).

John of Howburn: grants a specified t in C to pr C. Early 1200s (see dates for J of H’s other acta nos. 294-5 below).

John of Howburn: grants to C the service of land wh Richard of C holds of him. x 1222 (witn Walter Lindsay).
295 John of Howburn: grants to C 2 acres and 4 perticatetes in specified places in C. Prob 1212 x 1221 (witn pr Thomas and other early 1200s witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 1133.

296 Matthew of Howburn: grants to C buildings and tofts in C about wh he impleaded pr C 'by brev of the lord king in the court of the prior of C'. x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 1135.

297 Richard s Elias of Prenderguest: grants 12 pence yearly at Martinmas from his 'domus' in C for fabric of ch. 1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin).
DCD, M.C., no. 1130.

298 Bertram of Benistun: quitclaims to C a house and t+c in C and 2 acres for 4 merks silver. 1220s x 1230s (witn Adam of Polwarth and Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 1131.

299 Ralph s Philip: grants land to build an almonry next/before (ante) the pry door. 1230s x early 1240s (witn Wm Lindsay sher Berwick).
DCD, M.C., no. 1136.

300 Richard s+h Robert Frere of C: grants a tenement in C to Bartholomew of Skaresbrek with assent of Walter of Skaresbrek pr C. At C. 10.7.1347. DCD, M.C., no. 925.

301 William of Billingham: grants to C a croft and 1 ½ acres. 15.2.1296/7

302 Adam s Laysing: sells to Bertram of Benistun a croft in C for 3 merks and 12 pence yearly. x1233 (witn Geoffrey Ridell) (see also no. 298 above).
DCD, M.C., no. 1159.

303 Adam s Thomas Stute of C: grants to C 6 tofts and 9 acres (in specified pieces) in C. At C. 10.8.1326. DCD, M.C., no. 5939.
304 Mabilia dau Constantine: sets land in feu-ferm to William Frereman for a sum of money paid by Wm and 12 pence rent yearly.
x1255 (witn Adam of Prenderguest, but may be 1240s: see no. 313 below).
DCD, M.C., no. 1249.

305 Adam s Wm Bruning and Beatrice dau Robt Scryppe legitimate heir of Richard Scryppe: grant a t+c to east of almonry at C next to old stank given to John s Robert Page.
1263-1274 x 1276 (seal of Roger pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 921.

306 Margaret wid of John Page: grants Gilbert de Castro, cellarer of C, a t+c to east of almonry next to the old stank.
1263-1274 x 1276 (poss about the same time or after no. 305).
DCD, M.C., no. 923.

307 Adam of Edington: grants to Robert s Roger his bro 16 acres in C and 1/3 of t+c, wh pr Dhm gave to Adam’s f for 6 pence yearly at Whitsunday, for fabric of ch.
1248 x 1260 (ref to Henry pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 5936.

308 Adam s Adam of Edington: grants to Ralph Messenger s Alan Granger 16 (specified) acres in C for 1 penny yearly to Adam and 6 pence yearly at Whitsunday for fabric of ch.
?1270s (after no. 307 and before no. 309; see also no. 273).
DCD, M.C., no. 1042.

309 Ralph Messenger s Alan Granger: grants 16 acres to C in free alms.
Late 1270s x 1280s (witn Philip of Linton constable of Berwick).
DCD, M.C., nos. 924, 928.

310 Adam s+h of Roger of Edington: pledges his toft in C to pr Roger for observance of agreement between Adam and Wm Cuthbert, almoner of C.
1263-1274 x 1276 (pr Roger).
DCD, M.C., no. 1154.

311 Christian, former w of Constantine of C: grants ½ acre in C for lights at altar of C.
Poss 1212 x 1220s (witn Thomas pr C; Wm of Mordington; Alan of Swinton).
312 Christian w Patrick s Thomas, former w Constantine, and Mabille and Margaret daus Adam heir of Christian: grants a ‘cultura’ (?ploughland) next to ‘Hallecroft’ to C.  
Late 1230s x 1240s (floruit of wtn Wm vicar of Oldcambus).  
DCD, M.C., no. 926.

313 Mabille dau Constantine of C: grants to C the homage of William and 2 ½ acres.  
1240s x early 1250s (wtn Ralph Nobil; poss linked with & later than no. 304).  
DCD, M.C., no. 929.

314 Mabille widow dau Constantine: grants to C 5 acres in ‘Flover’ of C.  
x1245-1247 x 1248 (wtn Richard pr C).  
DCD, M.C., no. 916.

315 William de Lovlin: grants all his land in C to C.  
x1233 (wtn Geoffrey Ridel).  
DCD, M.C., no. 1041.

316 Guido chap: grants a t+c to in C wh he held of Bertram of Reston, who was given it by Elias the smith; for soul of Alice, Guido’s sis, and for lights; sacristan of C to answer to Bertram for 3 pence yearly rent.  
x1249 (wtn Wm of Mordington).  
DCD, M.C., no. 1278.

317 Richard s Jordan Mus: grants the house wh John Curant occupied and 1 acre ‘for a certain sum of money’.  
21.7.1263.  
DCD, M.C., no. 917.

318 Juliana dau Humphrey the smith of ‘Alclent’ (Auckland): sells to pr C for 4 merks the land wh Roland her (late) bro held in C ‘de conquesto suo’ and bequeathed to her.  
x1235 (wtn Henry of Prenderguest, Adam s Ilif).  
DCD, M.C., no. 1043.

319 John s Gunnild dau Aelwold and Aeldrithe: the land wh Ralph s Elwald his uncle sold to Richard neph Simon is to be held by Richard of John s Gunnild
for 6 pence; and Richard gave John s Gunnild 30 shillings and a toft wh was Godwin’s.
1203 x 1212 (witn Arnold pr C; see also nos. 264-5 above).
DCD, M.C., no. 1040.
320 Gilbert s Wm s Haldan of Rothbury: sells to John of Hunsingore for 6 merks
the land wh he held in C.
1212 x 1221 or 1229 x 1234. (witn Thomas pr C; 2 of that name).
DCD, M.C., no. 1003.
321 William de Lumely: quitclaims a t+c in C granted by pr Thomas of C between
the houses of Adam of Carham and John of Hunsingore.
No witn; may be same period as no. 320 above.
DCD, M.C., no. 933.
322 Augustine s Hawise of Mersington: grants a t+c in C next to the toft of
Margaret Maidusdouter.
Late 13C/early 14C (from witn). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1127.
323 Elias the smith: grants the sacristan of C all his land in ‘Pilemor’ (and other
places) in exch for t wh Guido chap gave to the sacristan.
Poss 1250s (later than no. 316; witn Wm of Scremerston steward of C).
DCD, M.C., no. 1012.
324 Richard Ploume of C: grants 1 acre to C.
Poss 1270s (witn Henry of Prenderguest) (See also nos. 288-9).
DCD, M.C., no. 849.
325 Alan s+h William, sometime carpenter of C: grants all his land to the lord
Henry of Prenderguest.
Poss 1255 x 1281 (floruit of Henry of Prenderguest). (See also no. 276).
DCD, M.C., no. 997.
326 Deliverance of a justice ayre at Melrose that pr C does not owe suit of court
for his barony.
Monday 6.7.1366
DCD, M.C., nos. 889, 1010.
327 Record of an assize chosen at C to hear claims against William Drax pr C
from local men about rights of pasture in lands of C.
16.4.1434. Vernacular.
DCD, M.C., no.989.
328 John Hale of Leith: sells to William Drax pr C 3 tofts in C.
At Leith. 21.10.1439.
DCD, M.C., no. 1045.
329 Patrick Hepburn, lord Hailes: grants to pr C all his land (specified) in C.
At Dunbar. 25.11.1450.
DCD, M.C., no. 988.
330 Adam of Prenderguest: sells Stephen s Waltheof, formerly his serf (servus) and his family and goods to Alexander, almoner of C, and renounces all claims on him under penalty of £100.
1235 x 1255 (floruit of granter).
DCD, M.C., no. 867.
331 Adam of Prenderguest: with agreement of Henry his s+h, sells to Patrick of Prenderguest, burgess of Berwick, Renald ‘provost’ his naif for 20 merks sterling.
31.8.1247/ 7.3.1248 (2 poss feast days).
DCD, M.C., no. 858.
332 Patrick s Waltheof of Prenderguest, burgess of Berwick: grants in free alms to C, Reginald s Erneway of Prenderguest and his family, whom he had bought from his former lord Adam of Prenderguest.
Date as no. 331 or shortly after.
DCD, M.C., no.863.
333 Henry of Prenderguest: sells Joseph s Elwold and his family to pr C for 3 merks.
x1235 (granter dead x1235); poss early 1200s (from witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 864.
334 Henry of Prenderguest: sells Roger s Walter to pr C for 2 merks.
x1235 (as for no. 333); poss early 1200s from witn Gregory steward of C.
DCD, M.C., no. 868.
335 Robert of Prenderguest: quitclaims to C, Patrick s Waltheof of Prenderguest.
x1249 (witn William of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 860.
336  Robert of Prenderguest: sells Osulf Ruffus and Walter his s to C for 10 merks.  
Poss early 1200s (from witn).  
DCD, M.C., no. 865.

337  Adam of Little Reston: sets free Adam s Thurkill and family to pr C for 100  
merks.  (*sic*; text has C; prob less in light of prices in no. 331 *et seq*).  
x1233 (witn Geoffrey Ridel).  
DCD, M.C., no. 866.

338  Adam of Little Reston: sells Turkill Hog and his ss and daus to pr C for 3  
merks.  
Poss early 1200s (from witn).  
DCD, M.C., no.862.

339  Adam s John of Ayton: quitclaims to Anketin pr C, Henry s Dolfin, Walter his  
bro and their ‘familia’ and Robert s Osulf and his ss.  
1239 x 1242 (pr Anketin).  
DCD, M.C., no. 861.

340  Adam s Patrick Marshall: grants to C the homage and service wh Wm Brun of  
Reston and his heirs owed in the meadow of Reston.  
x1233 (witn Geoffrey Ridel).  
DCD, M.C., no. 859.

341  Eustace of Newbigging: grants, sells and quitclaims Wm of Newbigging and  
Burunhold his w and Walter and Mabel their children for 15 shillings in his  
great need.  
Early 1200s (granter’s floruit and witn).  
DCD, M.C., no. 982.

342  Robert of Hatteleye: with consent of Matilda his w and his heirs, grants to C  
various lands and pasture at Fans and Mellerstain.  
Poss 1230s (witn W pr Lindisfarne and Ogier of Tyas).  
DCD, M.C., no. 1101.

343  William s+h Robert of Hatteleye: quitclaims to C lands in no. 342.  
DCD, M.C., no. 1100.

344  Thomas pr Dhm: lets land in nos. 342-3 in perpetual feuferm to Ranulf s Aiolf  
of Mellerstain.
1229 x 1244 (pr Thomas).
345 Ralph pr Durham: grants to Wm of Bondington, chanc Scotland, the marriage of h of Geoffrey Ridel and custody of his h’s land in Flemington.  
1231 x 1233 (Wm of B as chanc before elected as bp Glasgow).  
DCD, M.C., no. 679.
346 Robert of Lamberton: grants to Wm Stub lands in Flemington and Ayton.  
Notitia = no. 230. (14.3.1336/7).
347 William Ridel, ld of Flemington: cons no. 346.  
5.5.1307 (This date is clearly wrong; 1337 is more likely).  
DCD, M.C., no. 1102.
348 Alexander Home kt: grants to John Oll pr C and his successors, Houndwood, wh Home had by grant from pr William Drax.  
At Dunglass. 20.4.1442. Vernacular.
349 Richard s Gilliane of Lamberton: grants to Stephen chap of Lamberton, various (named) pieces of land for 1 penny yearly.  
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).  
DCD, M.C., no. 869.
350 Ralph Noble: grants pr C warrandice for land in Lamberton.  
Prob 1240s. (witn Wm of Mordington; Wm of Scremerston).  
DCD, M.C., no. 5944.
351 Salomon Frebern of Lamberton: grants C a t in Kirk Lamberton and 6 acres.  
Prob mid-1250s.  
DCD, M.C., no. 1149.
352 Walter Frebern: grants C a t in Lamberton next to the ch.  
x1235 (witn Henry of Prenderguest). Notitia; poss an earlier version of no. 351  
DCD, M.C., no. 1155.
353 William de la Vale, chbn of Berwick: finds that vill of Little Lamberton has been forfeited by Walter Lindsay and so he has given sasine to pr C.  
At Berwick. 20.10.1365 (Edward III ar 39).  
DCD, M.C., no. 950.
354 Edward of Oldcambus: abjures and quitclaims to Dhm the vill of Oldcambus and mill in exch for Greater Lumsdaine and 107 merks.  
1198 or little later. (See nos. 56 and 177).
DCD, M.C., no. 836.
355 William of Gullane, his bros Nicholas and John, and great-aunt Emma: resign in full court of pr C, vill of Greater Lumsdaine and charter of k David wh William had for same vill, in exch for 1 carr in Swinton.
Prob early 1190s x 1198 (see no. 354).
DCD, M.C., no. 835.
356 Thomas s late Robert steward of C: grants 2 bovates in the moor towards Lumsdaine wh belonged to Godric s William the cook.
Prob 1270s (witn Richard Fraunceys of Ayton).
DCD, M.C., no. 837.
357 David of Paxton: grants 6 ½ carr ‘in halhes of Jarford’ and other land for 1 lb. pepper at Whitsunday.
c1190 x c1200 (David of P floruit x1200; other witn late 12C/ early 13C).
DCD, M.C., no. 1107.
358 Lady Eda of Paxton, Robert her eldest s, Robert and William her ss clerks, her daus Cecily and Matilda: let to Oger of Tyas clk the fishings of Paxton from Martinmas 1236 for 9 years.
c.10.11.1236.
DCD, M.C., no. 675.
359 Robert de Ros, lord of Cragy: resigns all his land in Paxton and Auchencrow to pr C.
At Perth. 7.2.1423/4
DCD, M.C., no. 1109.
360 Robert de Ros, lord of Cragy: appoints Thomas Dicsone of Merryntone and Nicholas of Paxton as attorneys to surrender lands (as in no. 359).
Prob same date as no. 359.
DCD, M.C., no. 577.
361 Muriel of Chisholm, dau and h of former John of Chisholm, with consent of Alexander of Sutherland of Duffus, her husband: appoints Gilbert of Lumsdaine and ‘Koll’ of Paxton as deputes (‘deputatos’) to resign her land of Paxton and its fishings and Auchencrow to Wm Drax pr C.
At Strabrock. 19.3.1433/4.
DCD, M.C., no. 1108.
362 Richard s Elias of Prenderguest: grants his bro Simon 10 acres for 8 pence yearly.
1239 x 1242 (witn Anketin pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 1000.

363 Simon s Elias of Prenderguest: grants to C a t+c on west of garden of his bro Richard for ‘a sum of money’.
1239 x 1242 (witn Anketin pr C).

364 Walter s Elias of Prenderguest: grants to C a t ‘wh Richard my bro gave to me’.
12.12.1248.
DCD, M.C., no. 999.

365 Robert of Prenderguest: grants to Wm of Scremerston for his service and 24 merks, 6 bovates in C for 7 shillings and 9 pence yearly.
1239 x 1242 (witn Anketin pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 5962.

366 William s Robert of Scremerston: grants Richard pr C for 47 merks all his land in Prenderguest wh he had by gift of Robert s Robert of Prenderguest.
x6.10.1245 (confd by no. 73).
DCD, M.C., no. 5961.

367 William s William of Scremerston: confs no. 366.
x6.10.1245 (same witn as no. 366).
DCD, M.C., no. 5963.

368 Eustace of Newbigging: confs the land wh Wm of Scremerston sold to Richard pr C (i.e. as in no. 366).
Prob same time as no. 366 (no witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 5964.

369 John pr Dhm and Henry s+h Adam of Prenderguest: agreement that when Henry comes of age he shall pay £20 to pr for his marriage.
At Durham. 2.4.1372 (Fri in Easter Week 1372). French.
DCD, M.C., no. 887.

370 Sir Henry of Prenderguest kt: records that on succeeding his f Adam of Prenderguest he paid relief of 67 shillings to H pr Dhm.
1372x (see no. 369). (H pr Dhm is an error in text).
DCD, M.C., no. 1005.

371 John of Neuvilla: grants his (un-named) cousin land in Prenderguest for a pair of white gloves at Whitsunday. 
1239 x 1242 (witn Anketin pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 5970.

372 Laurence s William s Gocelin: grants C in Prenderguest 1 bovate wh he was given by his bro Robert, who got it from John Nevill. 
Prob 1240s (witn Wm of Mordington). (Prob same land as in no. 371).
DCD, M.C., nos. 960, 5966, 5967.

373 Hugh Lenedemyan + Eve his w, sis of Laurence s Wm s Gocelin: confs no. 372. 
Prob 1240s (no witn but may be same time as no. 372).
DCD, M.C., no. 1009, 5968, 5969.

374 Patrick of Heyborne (Hepburn) and Robert of Wallworth pr C: lease to Patrick of vill of Prenderguest for 2 years at 12 merks yearly. 
At Coldingham. 19.5.1367 (f St Dunstan bp) (An alternative date 3 kal May (29 April) 1367 does not agree).
DCD, M.C., no. 1279.

375 Peter s Patrick Coleman of Renton: grants pr C half his land in Renton. 
mid 1270s x 1291 (witn Philip of Linton const Berwick).
DCD, M.C., no. 5976.

376 Robert s Patrick of Renton: associates himself in the grant in no. 375. 
mid 1270s x 1291 (prob same time as no. 375).
DCD, M.C., no. 970.

376* Patrick s Elias ‘Dannig’ of Renton: quitclaims to C the service owed to him by his bro Henry for a t+c and other land, and Henry will pay 6 pence yearly. 
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 5977.

377 Patrick s Elias of Renton: grants to C 1/3 of his land. 
Poss 1240s (witn Wm Lindsay, Wm of Mordington). 
DCD, M.C., no. 949.
378 Mariota of Chirnside wid of Richard of Renton, + Patrick her s: quitclaims 1 carr in Renton to pr C since he had pursued her by the k’s brieve of recognition before Wr Olifard, then Just of Lothian. 
Prob 1230s x early 1240s (Wr Olifard was Just Lothian x1242). 
DCD, M.C., no. 5980.

379 Alan de Candela: quitclaims to Bertram s Robert, monk of C, ½ carr in Renton. 
1246 
DCD, M.C., no. 947.

380 Bertram s Robert ‘Cook’: grants ½ carr in Renton wh Waltheof Cren held. 
1240s (witn David of Graham, Wm of Mordington, Wm of Scremerston). 
DCD, M.C., no. 935.

381 Bertram s Robert ‘Cook’: another chr about land in no. 380. 
Late 1240s (witn David Graham sher Berwick). 
DCD, M.C., no. 5981.

382 Patrick Dreng: grants to John of Hunsinghoure ½ his land in Renton to be held of pr C. 
x1222 (witn Walter Lindsay sher Berwick) (earlier than no. 576). 
DCD, M.C., no. 5975.

383 John of Hunsinghoure: sale of land to Simon s Thomas for 15 merks. 
Prob 1222 x early 1230s (witn Robert of Upsettlington sher Berwick). 
DCD, M.C., no. 979.

384 Simon s Thomas: chr about land in no. 383. 
Prob 1220s (No witn; poss about same time as no. 383). 
DCD, M.C., no. 977.

385 Nicholas s Thomas s Duncan of Renton: grants to Henry of Prenderguest all his land in Renton. 
x1281. (Henry of P last known in 1281); poss x1276 (x no. 387). 
DCD, M.C., no. 964.

386 William of Scremerston + Elizabeth his w: grant to Henry of Prenderguest kt the land they held in Renton as freely as they held it in free marriage from Eustace of Newbigging, for 1 lb. Cumin at Whitsunday.
387 Henry of Prenderguest: grants to pr C, in exch for lands in Prenderguest all
land wh he had in vill of Renton, subject to various conditions.
At Ayton in pr’s court. 23.2.1275/6 (7 kal Mar 1275).
DCD, M.C., no. 1236.

388 Liolf s Elgi + his heirs, Cospatric, Gamel, Makebeth, Reginald and Eggard:
resign their rights in Little Reston to Adam s Cospatric for 7 merks and a
horse worth 2 merks, and Liolf s Elgi swore to this in the presence of Walter
Olifard the justiciar.
1182 x 1198; poss late 1180s (from some witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 5957.

389 Robert s Reginald of Great Reston: declaration that he truly understands ‘per
multa judicia’ that neither he nor his ancestors had rights to more than 1 carr
in Great Reston; he resigns the land and is regranted it in the pr’s court.
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington; Ralph ‘prepositus’).
DCD, M.C., no. 5948.

390 Robert s Reginald of Great Reston: grants 30 acres to Dhm pry.
x1250 (poss same time or soon after no. 389).

391 Robert s Reginald: grants to C 13 acres in Great Reston for soul of Nicholas s
Adam ‘whose death is attributed to me’.
1235 x 1240s (witn Adam of Prenderguest; Wm Lindsay).
DCD, M.C., no. 5947.

392 R(obert) s Reginald of Reston: act anent homage  for land wh he sold to Patrick
Scot.
x1233 (witn Geoffrey Ridel).
DCD, M.C., no. 5945.

393 Adam of Reston: grants to Elias s Halden 2 bovates in Little Reston wh
belonged to his f, and 1 bovate wh A of R gave him; his ‘forfeit’ and heriot are
each 2 shillings.
x1204 (witn Ralph pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 843.
Adam s Cospatric of Little Reston: grants to William s Cantor and hh (?) by Eda his (A s C’s) dau, 2 bovates in Little Reston wh Thurkill Ruffus held. c1233 (witn Wm Lindsay sher Berwick; sealed by Thomas pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 842.

Adam s Cospatric of Little Reston: grants to C a t+c for lights in ch when mass for St Mary is celebrated.
1239 x 1242 (witn Anketin pr C).
DCD, M.C., no. 5958.

Adam s Cospatric of Little Reston: providing for his burial, grants 4 acres to C ‘with his body’.
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington; Ada ‘prepositus’).
DCD, M.C., no. 844.

John ‘Porcarius’ (swineherd): grants to C 3 ½ acres in Great Reston given to him by Roger s Ada of Reston for a duel wh he undertook and won.
x1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 846.

Roger s Ada of Reston: confs to C the 3 ½ acres wh he had given to John the former swineherd who then gave them to C.
? c1250 (after no. 397; witn Wm Lindsay).
DCD, M.C., no. 840.

Eda Cantor dau Adam s Cospatric of Little Reston: resigns in her widowhood for defect of service, 2 bovates in Little Reston.
Prob 1263 x 1272 (earlier than no. 406. See also no. 399).
DCD, M.C., no. 918.

Eda Cantor dau Adam s Cospatric: quitclaims to Roger pr C her rights in 2 bovates in Little Reston wh she had held by gift of her f, and wh John s Bertram of Reston held of her and gave to pr C.
1263 x 1272 (pr Roger x witn Wm of Beddeby const Berwick).
DCD, M.C., no. 919.

Bertram of Little Reston: grants ½ carr (specified) in L R to C.
x 1249 (witn Wm of Mordington).
DCD, M.C., no. 5954.
401 Bertram s Adam s Cospatric of Little Reston: grants 9 acres (specified) in L R to C for soul of Margaret his w and Robert his s.
1239 x 1242 (wtn pr Anketin).
DCD, M.C., nos. 5932, 5953.

402 Bertram of Little Reston: grants homage and service of Patrick s Uhtred and land given to him in L R to Anketin pr C.
1239 x 1242 (pr Anketin).
DCD, M.C., no. 5955.

403 Bertram of Reston: confs sale by Richard s Henry ‘cisor’ of land in Little Reston to Richard pr C.
1245 x 1248 (pr Richard) Notitia; see also no. 414.
DCD, M.C., no. 5956.

404 John s Bertram of Little Reston: grants a ‘sellion’ in L R for fabric of ch of C.
Late 1240s x c1281 (floruit of John s Bertram). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1113.

405 John s Bertram of Little Reston: grants 2 tofts in L R and other land in C.
At Ayton; in pr’s court. 15.11.1254
DCD, M.C., no. 1112.

406 John s Bertram of Little Reston: grants 2 bovates and t+c formerly held by Wm Chanter and Eda his w and quitclaimed by Eda in her widowhood to pr C.
At Ayton, in court. 1263 x 1272 (no. 399 x wtn Wm of Baddeby const Berwick). (See also nos. 398* - 399).
DCD, M.C., no. 1114.

407 John of Little Reston: quitclaims the service and yearly rent wh Wm Chanter and Eda gave in Little Reston.
At Ayton, in court. 1263 x 1272 (prob same time as no. 406 or soon thereafter). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1111.

408 John of Little Reston: grants to Roger pr C a meadow called ‘Lintaluh’ in Little Reston.
At Ayton, in court of pr Roger. 29.5.1266.
DCD, M.C., no. 1116.

409 John s Bertram of Little Reston: grants a t+c to C.
At East Reston, in court. 30.5.1272.
DCD, M.C., no. 1110.

410 John Id of Little Reston: grants (specified) lands in L R to C.
At Ayton, in pr’s court. 26.3.1276.
DCD, M.C., no. 1117.

411 John s Bertram of East Reston: with agreement of s+h Robert quitclaims to pr C the vill of East Reston.
At Ayton, in pr’s court. 17.9.1281.
DCD, M.C., no. 1115.

412 Patrick s Patrick ‘Long’ of West Reston: resigns to pr C all his rights in ‘Farandunleyes’ in West Reston and the ‘forestaria’ for C’shire.
1250s (from floruit of witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 5948.

413 Patrick s Patrick former ‘sergeant’ of West Reston: resigns all his hereditary rights in East Reston to pr C, excepting 2 shillings yearly to chap of chapel of St Nicholas in West Reston.
1280 x 1291 (witn Philip of Linton, const Berwick).
DCD, M.C., no. 5950.

414 Richard s Henry ‘cissor’ of Dhm: grants to pr C, with consent of Bertram of Reston, ½ carr in Little Reston.
Prob 1245 x 1248. (No witn; prob same date as no. 403 or little earlier).
DCD, M.C., nos. 1229, 1258.

415 Augustine ‘cissor’ and Agnes Chanter his w: with agreement of Alice their dau, grant to John s Bertram of East Reston a t+c.
At East Reston, in court. 1263-1274x1276 (pr Roger seals). See also no. 423.
DCD, M.C., nos. 1147, 1257.

416 Waltheof s Uhtred of Reston: with consent of hh, sells half of his land in Reston to pr C for 10 merks.
Early 13C (from witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 1139.

417 William s Waltheof of Reston: grants to pr C all his rights in ‘Whitestrother’.
At Ayton, in court. 29.3.1242.
DCD, M.C., no. 838.
418 Robert Lauder of Auchencrow: grants to C all his rights in wood of ‘Ristonside’.
1273 x 1285 (A de Gullane archd Lothian x Nicholas official StA).
DCD, M.C., no. 1232.

419 William s Robert of West Reston: grants a t+c in West Reston to Wm of Baddeby for a sum of money and 1 penny at Whitsunday.
1258 x 1279 (No witn; dates from floruit of Wm of Baddeby).
DCD, M.C., no. 841.

420 John Gray, burgess of Berwick: quitclaims 1 carr in Little Reston to pr Dhm.
x c1251 or c1253x (Gray was mayor of Berwick c1251 x 1253).
DCD, M.C., no. 847.

421 Adam s Thomas Stut of C: grants to C a messuage and 6 bovates in West Reston, rendering ½ merk yearly to chapel of St Nicholas in West Reston.
10.8.1326/17.10.1326 (2 poss feast days). See also no. 303.
DCD, M.C., no. 670.

422 Simon of Swinwood: quitclaims to pr C 1 bovate, 8 acres and t+c in East Reston.
26.1.1282/3 (day after Conversion St Paul 1282).
DCD, M.C., no. 1140.

423 William s William Chanter: grants a t+c in Little Reston to Alice dau Augustine and Agnes his (Wm’s) sis.
1270s (witn Peter of Mordington, Thomas Francis of Ayton). See no. 415.
DCD, M.C., no. 934.

424 William s Patrick of Blackburn: his w Eda, and Christian their dau: let at ferm 30 acres in Great Reston to John of Reston, burgess of Berwick, for 12 years for a certain sum of money paid by John and 2 shillings 6 pence yearly and 1 lb wax to pr C.
11.5.1326 (Whitsunday 1326).
DCD, M.C., no. 1231.

425 William rector of Gullane: with consent of John his bro, grants to pr C 2 merks yearly from land in Swinton.
Poss early 13C, after no. 55.
DCD, M.C., no. 1032.
426 John of Stevenston s Archibald of Gullane: with consent of John his h, grants to pr C 1 carr in Swinton.
At Ayton, in full court. 1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin).
DCD, M.C., nos. 1028, 1033.

427 John of Gullane: letter to pr Anketin recognising his lordship.
1239 x 1242 (witn pr Anketin). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., nos. 1034, 1027.

428 John of Gullane s John of Stevenston: grants 1 carr in Swinton.
1239 x 1242 (prob same time as no. 427). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1035

429 Alan of Upper Swinton and w Lucy: grant to pr C land of Kyrkecroft in Lower Swinton.
1270s (from witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 1036.

430 William s Beatrice of Swinton: grants to C land in Swinton wh Walter s Leolf his g/f held.
At Ayton, in full court. 21.11.1271
DCD, M.C., nos. 1029, 1030.

431 Patrick s Thomas s David of Quixwood: quitclaims to Richard pr C all his hereditary rights in Swinton and Oldcambus. (see also nos. 248, 252, 260).
1246
DCD, M.C., no. 1031.

432 Patrick of Dunbar: grants and quitclaims to Adam of Pontefract pr C all right to land in Swinton wh he bought from Thomas s Randolph.
26.6.1331
DCD, M.C., no. 1038.

433 John Pysue (?) s Walter of Bunkle burgess of Berwick: quitclaims to A of Pontefract pr C ½ carr given him by Thomas s Randolph in Swinwood.
29.5.1331
DCD, M.C., no. 1039.

434 Stephen Swan of Ayton: grants pr C all his land at Wytefeld wh Reginald of Reston held in ferm.
Early 1200s (from witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 1037.

435 William (II) k England: confs grants by Edgar k Scots.
Prob 1095 (See no. 7).

436 William (II) k England: confs grants by Edgar k Scots.
Prob 1095 (See no. 8).
DCD, M.C., no. 558.

437 Edward (I) k England: confs no. 76.
At Westminster. 20.3.1305 (ar 33).
DCD, M.C., no. 1299.

437* Edward (I) k England: grants a weekly market to C.
At Westminster. 24.3.1305 (ar 33).
DCD, M.C., no. 1350.

438 Edward (II) k England: licence to pr Dhm to go to Scotland.
At Tower of London. 10.3.1325 (ar 18).

439 Edward (III) k England: order that pry C is to be restored to pry Dhm.
At Kennington. 14.2.1339/40.
DCD, M.C., no. 1349.

440 Richard (II) k England: licence for pr Dhm to accept cell of C from k Scots.
At Westminster. 22.7.1380 (ar 4).
DCD, M.C., no. 1355.

441 Henry (VI) k England: protection for C.
At Kennington. 7.3.1438 (ar 16).
DCD, M.C., no. 1348.

442 Edward (IV) k England: letter to pope on behalf of pr C against Patrick and John Home.
1472

443 Nicholas (V) pope: bull of protection for C.
1450. Notitia.

444 ?: copy of no. 442.
1471 (This date, or that of no. 442, is wrong). Notitia.

445 Innocent (VIII) pope: bull to suppress pry C in favour of Chapel Royal (of Scotland) or to erect a collegiate church at C.
1487. Notitia. (Date is 28.4.1487 (4 kal May 3 Innocent VIII); see Cal Pap Reg XIV (1960), 44-50 for better text).

446 Robert bp StA: in presence of k David and Thurstan abp York, confs to C the cain and conveth wh pertains to him and his successors.
At Roxburgh. 17.7.1127. (16 kal Aug 1127). ESC no. 73.
DCD, M.C., no. 1298.

447 Robert bp StA: agreement anent mother ch of Ednam and chapel of Newton.
1144 x 1150-51 (Thorald archd x Aiolf chap). ESC no. 212.
DCD, M.C., no. 1334.

448 Duplicate text of no. 447; some different witn; prob same date.
DCD, M.C., no. 1303.

449-50 Robert bp StA: confs to Dhm gift of Cospatric bro Dolfin (no. 111) of ch of Edrom and vill of Nisbet; also confs chs of Swinton and Fishwick.
At Berwick, in synod. 25.10.1150 (8 kals Nov 1150). ESC no. 213.
DCD, M.C., nos. 5960 (449), 978 (450).

451 Arnold bp StA: confs ch of St Cuthbert at Ednam, chapels of Newton, Stichil and Nenthorn and lands gifted to Ednam ch at its first and second dedications.
6.1.1161 x 13.9.1162 (Fasti, 416)
DCD, M.C., no. 1321.

452 Arnold bp StA: remits ten days’ penitence on the anniversary of dedication of ch of Ednam.
6.1.1161 x 13.9.1162 (same time or poss little later than no. 451) Notitia.

453 Richard bp StA: grants ch of St Laurence of Berwick to Kelso abb.
1165 x 1177 (bp x no. 454); poss 1165 x 1171 (no. 643).

454 Richard bp StA: grants to Dhm ch of St Laurence of Berwick as agreed between Dhm and Kelso abb.
1173 x 1177 (John abb Holyrood x Roger abb Dryburgh). See also no. 643).
DCD, M.C., no. 985.

455 Near duplicate of no. 454.
At ch of St Cuthbert in Edinburgh, in full synod. 1173 x 1177.
DCD, M.C., no. 987*.

456 Richard bp StA: grants ch of St Laurence at Berwick to Dhm (no ref to Kelso).
Poss 1173 x 1178 (no. 454 x bp Richard).
DCD, M.C., nos. 986, 987.

457 Richard bp StA: confs to Dhm gift of e Cospatric of vill of Nisbet, + vill and ch of Edrom.
1165 x 1172 (Watt, Grads, 168).
DCD, M.C., no. 1346.

458 Richard bp StA: letter to G(ermanus) pr Dhm informing him that ch of Edrom was recently dedicated.
1165 x 1178 (bp Richard).
DCD, M.C., no. 130.

459 Richard bp StA, Ailred abb Rievaulx, William abb Melrose: record that following a mandate of pope Alexander (III) they have, at Berwick, settled the dispute between Durham pry and Kelso abb about the chapel of Earlston.
1165 x 1167 (abb Ailred). (See also no. 643).
Ferguson, Medieval Papal Reps., App. 1, no. 1.
DCD, M.C., no. 1330.

460 Richard bp StA: confs to Dhm the chapel of Earlston wh has been judged to pertain to mother ch of Edrom.
1173 x 1177. (after nos. 459 and 643; same witn and place date as no. 455).
DCD, M.C., no. 1337.

461 Richard bp StA: similar text to no. 460 but also saves bp’s rights.
Date etc as for no. 460.
DCD, M.C., no. 1319.

462 Roger el (of StA): in presence of William k Scots and e David, settles dispute with Dhm pry about respective rights to cain, conveth and other dues.
At Edinburgh. 2.2.1194 (f Purification 1193/4).
DCD, M.C., no. 1309.

463 Thomas pr StA: confs no. 462.
Prob 1199 (from pr Thomas).
DCD, M.C., no. 1338.

464 Thomas pr StA: another conf of no. 462.
1200 x 1202 (Ash: Thesis, 366; Fasti, 408).
DCD, M.C., no. 1339.
465 Robert abb Dunfermline: records that (no. 462) was read and agreed in a synod at Musselburgh.
25.12.1201 x 1202 (date of synod, f Incarnation Lord 1202 x deposition abb Robert).
DCD, M.C., no. 1345.

466 Roger bp StA: confs no. 462.
1198 x 1202 (dates for bp); poss 1198 x 6.6.1199 ie x no. 467.
DCD, M.C., no. 1340.

467 Roger bp StA: confs no. 462.
6.6.1199 (Whitsunday after coronation k John England).
DCD, M.C., no. 1341.

468 (? Thomas) pr StA: confs no. 467.
Prob 1200 x 1207. (Ash: Thesis, 366, for date and pr’s name).
DCD, M.C., no. 1343.

469 Roger bp StA: confs to pr Dhm chs he has in dio StA.
1199 (archds Ranulf and Wm Malveisin). (See also no. 510).
DCD, M.C., no. 958.

470 Duplicate text of no. 469.
1199 (date as for no. 469; some extra witn).
DCD, M.C., no. 971.

471 Roger bp StA: orders archd of StA to read (no. 467) aloud in chapter of StA.
6.6.1199 x 7.7.1202 (no. 467 x death of bp).
DCD, M.C., no.1344.

472 Roger bp StA: notification that he has confd to mstr Alan of Richmond ch of Edrom and pertinents except chapel of Earlston.
1199 x 7.7.1202.
DCD, M.C., no. 1342.

473 William (Malveisin) bp StA: agreement with pr Dhm on cain, conveth and others dues from C’s chs in dioct StA.
17.8.1204 (feria 1st after Assumption BVM 1204), at St Andrews.
DCD, M.C., no. 1308.

474 William (Malveisin) bp StA: letter to abbs Dunfermline, Arbroath and Lindores, pr StA and 2 archds asking them to seal no. 473.
17.8.1204 x (no dates or witn but must be soon after no. 473).
DCD, M.C., no. 1333.

475 Chapter of StA: confs no. 473.
17.8.1204 x (no dates or witn but prob x d pr Thomas).
DCD, M.C., no. 1304.

476 William (Malveisin) bp StA: another copy of no. 473.
17.8.1204 x 1209 (no. 473 x witn archd Ranulf).
DCD, M.C., no. 1301.

477 William (Malveisin) bp StA: another copy of no. 473.
17.8.1204 x 1209 (some different witn but same date as no. 476).
DCD, M.C., no. 1317.

478 David de Bernham bp StA: has dedicated chapel of St Nicholas at Berwick to mother ch of Holy Trinity without prejudice to pr Dhm.
DCD, M.C., no. 987.

479 David de Bernham bp StA: records his charitable reception at C and this without prejudice to agreement in no. 473.
18.10.1240 (f St Luke).
DCD, M.C., no. 1320.

480 David de Bernham bp StA: records that after a long time spent in resolving difficulties caused by bloodshed in ch of Holy Trinity in Berwick, he was charitably received by A(nketin) pr C, and this without prejudice to no. 473.
15.4.1242 (date from ES ii, 521, but may be slightly later).
DCD, M.C., no. 944.

481 Abel, bp StA: indulgence of 40 days for all visiting shrine of St Cuthbert or Gallilee (chapel) at Durham.
At Durham (prob). 26.1254 (4 non Jun).
DCD, M.C., no. 818.

482 Gamelin bp StA: records admission of William of Tuggall as vicar of Earlston on presentation of pr Dhm.
At Tyninghame. 110.1259.
DCD, M.C., no. 1297.
483 William (Wishart) bp StA: indulgence of 40 days to all visiting shrine of St Cuthbert.
   At Durham. 14.10.1277.
   DCD, M.C., no. 819.

484 William (Fraser) bp StA: confs no. 473.
   At Dirleton. 9.6.1295 (5 id Jun).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1305.

485 Chapter of StA: conf no. 484.
   At St Andrews. 27.6.1295 (5 kal Jul).
   DCD, M.C., nos. 1307, 1310.

486 William (Fraser) bp StA: indemnifies pr Henry for hospitality at C on 9.5.1286
   (Thurs after f St John ante portam latinam).
   At Berwick. 10.5.1286 (5 id May).
   DCD, M.C., no. 740.

487 William (Fraser) bp StA: indemnity for hospitality at C.
   11.2.1289 (Thurs before f St Gregory Great 1288).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1296.

   At Durham. 15.8.1309. (f Assumption BVM).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1300.

489 William Lamberton bp StA: orders archd Lothian’s off to cite pr Dhm to attend a synod at Holyrood abb.
   12.6.1310.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1317.

490 William Lamberton bp StA: inspects chrs anent ch of Edrom (nos. 21, 41, 111, 113, 114, 116).
   At Coldingham. 29.8.1312 (day after f St Augustine).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1294.

491 James (Ben/ Bayne) bp StA: records that after a postponed visit to C his reception there was without prejudice.
   At Coldingham. 28.2.1329/30.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1328.
492 James (Ben/ Bayne) bp StA: quitclaims 200 merks due for teind from Swinton and W Nisbet for 4 years in quittance of 200 merks owed by bp to pr C.
At Coldingham. 29.2.1329/30 (sic).
DCD, M.C., no. 1329.

493 James (Ben/ Bayne) bp StA: confs earlier (unspecifed) agreements anent cain and conveth.
At Coldingham. Date as no. 492.
DCD, M.C., no. 1327.

494 Prior and convent of St A ‘sede vacante’: order to Andrew of Badby, rector of Mordington, to install Walter de Skaresbrek as pr C.
At St Andrews. 28.7.1341.
DCD, M.C., no. 1341.

495 William (Landells) bp StA: informs pr C that he intends to visit on Saturday 8 February next.
At Edinburgh. 22.1.1370/71 (f St Vincent).

496 William (Landells) bp StA: testimonial letter recording the purgation of William of Bamburgh pr C for incontinence.
At Inchmurdo. 28.8.1362.
DCD, M.C., no. 1322.

497 William (Landells) bp StA: instructs dean of Christianity of Haddington and Merse to install Robert of Walleworth as pr C.
11.1.1362/3.
DCD, M.C., no. 1326.

498 William (Landells) bp StA: authorises pr C and fr Wm Bulmer to hear confessions of parishioners in Berwick and C and to give suitable absolutions and penances.
14.2.1367/8.
DCD, M.C., no. 1324.

499 Henry (Wardlaw) bp StA: instructs Richard Sprott dn chr of Merse to install Wm Drax as pr C; dn certifies installation on 26.7.1419.
9.6.1419.
DCD, M.C., no. 1295.
500 Henry (Wardlaw) bp StA: instructs Richard de Spot dn chr of Merse to institute Wm Durham, priest, to the vicarage of Berwick.
1.4.1423.
DCD, M.C., no. 1295*.

501 James (Kennedy) bp StA: instructs Richard Knoll dn chr of Merse to install John Oll as pr C; dn certifies installation on 22.1.1440/1.
18.1.1440/1.
DCD, M.C., no. 1313.

502 James (Kennedy) bp StA: cons no. 81.
1.1.1441/2.
DCD, M.C., no. 1293.

503 Henry Bryson, priest of ch of Earlston: appeal to bp StA and latter’s reply.
30.4.1444. Notitia.
DCD, M.C., nos. 1311, 1312.

504 (James Kennedy) bp StA: appoints (un-named) pro curator for a cause between him and pr Dhm about patronage of chs in C.
At St Andrews. 1445. Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1314.

505 James (Kennedy) bp StA: instructs dn chr of Merse to install John Penchere as pr C.
12.9.1456.
DCD, M.C., no. 1315.

506 James Lumsden vic of Stichill: appeal to pope against bp StA’s denial of entry to the vicarage, and bp’s reply to the appeal.
1457. Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1316.

507 Jocelin bp Glasgow, Arnold abb Melrose, G abb Newminster as papal judges delegate: letter to pope containing pleadings in cause between H(ugh) bp StA and pr (Dhm) about cain, conveth and procurations.
14.5.1185 x 2.3.1189 (letter of Lucius III: Scot Pont, no. 129* x abb Arnold).
DCD, M.C., no. 1318.
508 Silvanus abb Rievaulx, Arnold abb Melrose, Richard abb Byland, Bernard pr Newburgh: attest a transcript of chrs of Robert bp StA (no. 466); k David I (no. 17); and pope Alexander III (prob PUE ii, no. 165) of liberties of pr C. 1179 x 1188 (abb Arnold x abb Silvanus) but prob x no. 507.
DCD, M.C., no. 1227.

509 William pr Newburgh, William abb Alnwick, Geoffrey pr Brinkburn, Bernard bp’s clerk: similar text to no. 508 but also refers to letter of pope Urban III. 17.9.1186 x (see Scot Pont, no. 144).
DCD, M.C., no. 1226.

510 John archd Lothian: confs no. 469. 1200 x 1209 (John archd x witn Ranulf archd).
DCD, M.C., no. 1238.

511 Nicholas of Lochmaben archd Lothian’s off: confs a stone of wax yearly to C as in his father’s chr. 1286. Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1206.

512 Off (un-named) of David Mar archd Lothian: records that he has spent a night at C as a matter of grace and not of duty. 1372. Notitia.

DCD, M.C., nos. 717, 961.

514 Robert bp Dhm: confs chr of William of Scremerston and Elizabeth his w of land in Renton granted to sir Henry of Prenderguest. 26.5.1276 (7 kal Jun). (See also no. 386).
DCD, M.C., no. 1239.

515 Robert bp Dhm: confs no. 446. At Middleham. 15.6.1277 (17 kal Jun).
DCD, M.C., no. 1243.

516 Robert bp Dhm: confs no. 473. At Middleham. 15.6.1277 (17 kal Jun).
DCD, M.C., no. 1246; perhaps no. 664.
517 Antony Bek bp Dhm: cons no. 122.
At Norham. 21.8.1288 (12 kal Sep).
518 Antony Bek bp Dhm: cons nos. 123, 129.
At Norham. Date as for no. 517.
DCD, M.C., nos. 1242, 1245.
519 Vicar-general (un-named) of bp Dhm: orders archds of Dhm and Northumberland to publish excommunication of Wm de Scaccario former pr C.
9.5.1340. (See also no. 554).
DCD, M.C., no. 1277.
519A (On back of no. 519). ? draft letter to pr C asking for pasture for sheep ‘in these adverse times’.
519B (On back of no. 519). ? draft letter to pr Holy Island arranging care for R de Cotesmore now in his old age (senio confectu).
? 1340x (See also no. 607 for R de C).
520 Thomas bp Dhm: commission to pr Dhm to inquire into Robert of Kellaw pr Lytham and lately sacrist of C and his removal of goods of C worth £27.
At Auckland. 13.4.1355. (See also no. 556).
DCD, M.C., no. 1284.
521 Walter bp Durham: commission to pr C that, by papal authority, he may exercise jurisdiction in Berwick during the papal schism.
20.10.1390.
DCD, M.C., no. 972.
521A Pope Boniface IX: letter conferring the authority in no. 521.
At Rome. 17.1.1390 (16 kal Feb a pont 1). (Text in no. 521).
522 Thomas bp Dhm: cons agreement between John pr C and Wm of Weardale vic Holy Trinity Berwick about yearly pension of £20 to vic. 1408
DCD, M.C., no. 976.
523 Thomas pr Dhm: grants ch of Ednam and chapels of Stichil and Nenthorn to R's Goze for 16 merks yearly ‘de recognitione’.
x1163 (pr Thomas).
524 Germanus pr Dhm: grants reversion of ch of Earlston to Walter of Earlston.
1162-3 x 1189 (pr Germanus).
DCD, M.C., no. 1209.
525 Bertram pr Dhm: grants teinds of Swinton and of the ‘threepland’ to his clerk Stephen Bouenell for 1 pound white incense at Michaemmas.
1189 x 1212/13 (pr Bertram). No witn.

526 Bertram pr Dhm: grants vicarage to his clerk Peter de Bouenell, rendering a pension of 10 merks yearly.
1203 x 1211 (witn Laurence off StA x John archd Lothian). (P de B also witn Dunf Reg, no. 101; 1202 x 1203).
DCD, M.C., no. 957.

527 Bertram pr Dhm: grants Little Reston to Adam of Reston as his f held it in reign of k Malcolm and his g-f in reign of k David.
1189 x 1212/13 (pr Bertram). Prob early in period.

528 Bertram pr Dhm: grants ½ carr in Bondington to Walter s Robert former priest of Ednam for 4 shillings yearly to ch of Berwick.
1198 x 1202 (witn Roger bp StA). (See also nos. 198-9).
DCD, M.C., no. 952.

529 Bertram pr Dhm: confs sale by Ralph s Elwold of 20 acres to Richard neph of Simon former pr C.
1204 (witn Ralph pr C). (See also nos. 264-5).
DCD, M.C., no.1262.

530 Bertram pr Dhm: grants for the building at C 5 merks formerly received from sacrist (of C).
1189 x 1212/13 (pr Bertram). No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1208.

531 Bertram pr Dhm: grants to Humphrey of Rapeslawe for ½ merk yearly the ½ carr in Paxton wh David s Liulf of Paxton gave to C.
1189 x 1212/13 (pr Bertram). Notitia. (If ½ carr i s same as that in no. 198, then date is c1200x. See no. 198).
DCD, M.C., no. 1291.

532 Bertram pr Dhm: grants to Ralph s Godwin for 10 shillings yearly 2 bovates in C wh Arnold pr C bought from David of Quixwood.
c1203 x 1212/13 (pr Arnold x pr Bertram). (See also no. 246).
DCD, M.C., no. 1272.
533 Bertram pr Dhm: grants the altar dues of ch of Earlston to Wm neph of Arnold pr C.
c1203 x 1212/13 (pr Arnold x pr Bertram) No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1173.

534 Bertram pr Dhm: grants privileges for building the ch at C.
1189 x 1212/13 (pr Bertram). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1251.

535 Bertram pr Dhm: confs no. 473 (prob).
17.8.1204 x 1212/13 (no. 473 x pr Bertram).
DCD, M.C., no. 1212.

536 Ralph pr Dhm: grants land to pry St Bothans.
1214 x 1234 (pr Ralph). No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1234.

537 Ralph pr Dhm: grants to Simon s Thomas the 2 bovates and ½ acre in Great Reston wh Alan s Patrick Marshall gave to C.
1214 x 1234 (pr Ralph). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1252.

538 R (?Richard) pr Dhm: grants land in Great Reston to Patrick Scot and his assignees, except religious men, ? sheriffs (comit’), ‘baillies of the lord King’ and Jews.
1273 x 1285 (pr Richard).
DCD, M.C., no. 1197.

539 R (?Richard) pr Dhm: grants to Adam of Edington land of late David of Quixwood in ‘campo’ of C.
1273 x 1285 (pr Richard). (Adam of E floruit 1248 x 1276).
DCD, M.C., no. 1015?

540 R (?Ralph) pr Dhm: grants ½ carr in Auchencrow to Matthew of Auchencrow.
1218 x 1234 (pr Ralph; more likely to be him than pr Richard, from few known dates for Matthew of A). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1210.

541 R (?Ralph) pr Dhm: grants to William of Mitford the altar dues of ch of Oldcambus except for a teind of corn.
1218 x 1234 (pr Ralph; William of M floruit 1230s x 1260s) Notitia.
542 R (?Richard) pr Dhm: grants to Thomas s Randolph a chantry within his hall (curia) at Stichil.
1273 x 1285 (pr Richard). Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1177.

543 Thomas pr Dhm: with consent of Roger vic Edrom, grants to Herbert ‘de Camera’ a chantry in his chapel at Kimmerghame, with conditions.
1234 x 1244 (pr Thomas). No witn.

544 Bertram (II) pr Dhm: grants to sacrist of C 1 carr wh belonged to Bertram of Reston in C.
1244 x 1258 (pr Bertram).
DCD, M.C., no. 1267?

545 Hugh pr Dhm: permits Henry of Prenderguest to have an oratory within his hall (curia) at Prenderguest, saving rights of ch of Ayton.
At Durham. 3.3.1266 (5 non Mar 1265). No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 5972.

546 Hugh pr Dhm: grants to Henry of Prenderguest 1 carr in Little Reston wh Bertram of Reston gave to C, paying 40 shillings sterling yearly.
1265. No witn. (No clear link with nos. 400-403).
DCD, M.C., no. 1216.

1275. Notitia. (Prob linked with no. 387; if so, date may be early 1276 modern style).
DCD, M.C., no. 1221.

548 Richard pr Dhm: grants to chapel of St Nicholas in West Reston a toft wh Reginald ‘Rutherhird’ held.
3.11.1278. No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1180.

549 Richard pr Dhm: sells to Sir Thomas Randolph the marriage of John s+h of David of Paxton for 40 merks good and legal sterlings.
29.9.1278.
DCD, M.C., nos. 1191, 851.
550 Richard pr Dhm and chapter: authorises Nicholas of Ybernia sacrist, Adam of Twizel almoner and William of Darlington terrar, to present suitable persons to Dhm’s vacant benefices in dioc StA.

11.6.1281.
DCD, M.C., no. 1179.

551 Richard pr Dhm arranges for the care of William of Middleton pr C now in his old age.

11.6.1281 (3 id Jun).
DCD, M.C., no. 1214.

552 William (III) pr Dhm: grants to Patrick s William s Ralph a tack (dimmisio) of land in C.

1325. No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1167.

553 William (III) pr Dhm: letter to Edward (Balliol) k of Scots proposing Robert of Graystanes as pr C, and seeking k’s agreement.

25.7.1333.
DCD, M.C., no. 1202.

554 William (III) pr Dhm: letter to ? bp Dhm seeking excommunication of William de Scaccario, former pr C.

10.3.1339 (See also no. 519).
DCD, M.C., no. 874.

555 John pr Dhm: arranges that Walter of Skaresbrek pr C, now old, is to have the vill of Fishwick + fishings + mill for life and the room called ‘Lythum’ in the precinct of pry Dhm.

2.10.1344. No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1264.

556 (John) pr Dhm: letter announcing the purgation of Robert of Kellaw, accused of taking goods of C worth £27 when he was sacrist there.

At Durham. 17.4.1355. No witn. (See also no. 520).
DCD, M.C., nos. 1181, 1182.

557 John (of Hemingburgh) pr Dhm: grants tack of Brokhole and Harewood to James Quitlaw for sixteen years.

1415. No witn.
DCD, M.C., no. 1276.

558 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: grants tack of Brokhole, Harewood and Danewood to William Douglas e Angus for 40 years for 10 merks yearly. 1.1.1427/8.

DCD, M.C., no. 1230.

559 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: appoints William Douglas e Angus etc as ‘special protector and defender’ of C. At Bunkle. 28.2.1427/8.

560 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: tack of Brockhole, Harewood and Danewood to Thomas Atkynson of Bunkle for 15 years. (See no. 153). 1429.

DCD, M.C., nos. 1260, 1270.

561 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: notes that Dhm has supervision of C. 10.1.1439/40. Notitia.

562 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: grants bailliary of C to David Home of Wedderburn for 40 years. 16.9.1441.

563 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm and David Home: excambion of 16 husbandlands in Oldcambus for same amount of land in Ayton and Renton. 16.9.1441.

DCD, M.C., nos. 1247, 1248.

564 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: appoints David Home of Wedderburn as baillie of C with full power to let and uplift ferms for 12 years. At Durham. 1.5.1442.

DCD, M.C., no. 1200.

565 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm + William pr C: appoint sir David Home of Wedderburn as baillie of C for 40 years with a yearly fee of £10 Scots. 16.9.1441.

566 (?John of Wessington) pr Dhm: grants Alexander Home a pension of £10 Scots for good service to be done as sub-baillie of C. c1441 (See nos. 565, 567, 571). No date or witn.
567 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: appoints Alexander Home as baillie of C out of respect for James (II) k Scots, James (Kennedy) bp StA and e’s Angus, Mar and Crawford.

20.5.1442. (Prob at Stirling; see Dunlop: Kennedy, 52).

568 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: appoints sir Alexander Home as baillie of C for 60 years (if he dies sooner s+h Alexander is to succeed) for a yearly payment of 5 marks ‘usual money of England’.


569 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: lets vill of Oldcambus to Alexander Home of Dunglass and Alexander his s for £13-16-8 (ie 20 merks) ?yearly.

7.5.1444.

570 John (of Wessington) pr Dhm: appoints Alexander Home, David Home, John Logan and William Cranston kts and John Oll pr C to represent Dhm in a cause before papal judges delegate concerning C’shire.

1445.

571 W(illiam) pr Dhm: letter recording that on 16.9.1441 (no. 562) sir David Home was appointed baillie of C and after his resignation the office was given to his cousin sir Alexander Home on 4.1.1442/3 (no. 568).

16.3.1449/50.

572 ? sub-pr Dhm: notifies John Oll pr C of forthcoming election for a pr Dhm.

10.6.1446.

573 Richard (Bell) pr Dhm: appoints Richard Billingham of C as procurator before k James (III) in actions against Patrick and John Home.

1468 (SHR 46, no. 141, pp. 1-15 explains this, and no. 574).

574 ?: note that the procurators to present apostolic letters against Patrick and John Home to k’s Edward (IV of England) and James (III) are John Eden pr Holy Island, John Green, Thomas Genor and William Masham.

17.12.1471. (See note on no. 573).

575 Simon pr C: with leave of Bertram pr Dhm, sets free Halden s Dune and heirs to hold freely the t+c in C wh Halden held, and 20 acres in C, for 4 shillings yearly. Halden’s ‘forfeit’ is to be 3 shillings, and his heriot and merchet the same.

1189 x 1198 (pr Simon).
DCD, M.C., no. 966.

576 Thomas pr C: grants to John of Hunsingore and heirs 1 carr in Renton which he bought from Patrick Dreng, for 5 shillings yearly and 20 pence at Easter ‘ad conredun regis’.

1212 x 1221x (pr Thomas). (See also no. 382, related and earlier).

DCD, M.C., no. 1237.

577 Thomas pr C: confs to Simon s Thomas 1 carr in Renton which he bought from John of Hunsingore, for ½ merk yearly.

1212 x 1221x (pr Thomas). (See also no. 383, related and earlier).

DCD, M.C., no. 1171.

578 Thomas pr C: grants to Richard Brun and heirs 12 acres in C next to Blachemore Spottes, for 3 pounds wax on 29 August (f St John Baptist).

1212 x 1221x (pr Thomas).

DCD, M.C., no. 1141.

579 ? pr C: records that land held hereditarily in Great Reston by late John Scott’s late Patrick Scott was lost judicially by forfeiture to the king, and then granted to Patrick Scot bro said John Scot as heir; to be held by him save dower of Alice stepmother of John Scott.

1270s x 1280s (from witn). (Pr C cannot be Thos of Melansby as stated in text; must be either Roger 1263 x 1276 or Henry 1276 x 1296. Scott’s case goes back to at least 1261: Cold Corr, no. 1).

DCD, M.C., no. 930.

580 G(erman) pr C: lets at ferm to Patrick (III) e Dunbar the water called Akesideburn from Swyneseteford to Elmedenmouth for 1 pound cumin yearly on 24 June (f Nativity John Baptist).

Early 1260s (pr German).

DCD, M.C., no. 661.

581 ? pr Finchale: letter to G(erman) pr C asking him to do what the bearer will tell him about.

Early 1260s (pr German).

582 Henry (of Horncastre) pr C: records that C owes Dhm £108 on 15.8.1276 (f Assumption BVM) and that R(ichard) pr Dhm has agreed to accept £24 in two yearly payments.
583 Monks of C: letter to William pr Dhm reporting a visit by William bp StA, who found certain faults; the monks blame William de Greatham for this and, at bp’s request, ask that Nicholas s William of Roxburgh be presented to ch of Lamberton.
1307 x 1313 (Wm of Greatham was pr c1304-1305 and 1311-1321; letter issued ‘in a time of truce’, wh gives date, but may be x c1311).
DCD, M.C., no. 957.

584 Adam (of Pontefract) pr C: lets to Thomas of Heton, clerk and burgess of Berwick, ‘Morisland’ in Ayton for 10 years a 4 merks sterling yearly.
1327

585 Adam (of Pontefract) pr C: renounces all disputes and debts against Adam s William of Ayton in return for a site for a mill next to Ayton bridge.
At Coldingham. 15.8.1331 (f Assumption BVM).
DCD, M.C., no. 5922.

586 Adam (of Pontefract) pr C: lets to William de Carnoto (?Charteris) specified lands for 5 years for 20 merks yearly.
11.5.1332.
DCD, M.C., no. 1169.

587 Brother William Hamer of Whitekirk: releases Adam of Pontefract, former pr C, and Alexander de Lamesley, now pr, from all debts, including one of £19.
DCD, M.C., no. 1218.

588 Walter de Skaresbrek (pr C): letter of procuratory (and reply of bp StA) about a failure to appear in person.
1341. Notitia.
DCD, M.C., no. 1016.

589 William of Bamburgh pr C: lets ‘le bernes’ in Houndwood to Robert of Ellom, with consent of John of Langton, his fellow monk.
At Berwick. 8.3.1357/8.
DCD, M.C., no. 659.
590 Robert of Claxton pr C: agreement to pay £24 to Gilbert de Heryng, ld of Edmersden.
   At Coldingham. 19.6.1375.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1166.

591 Robert of Claxton pr C: protest against allegations raised by bp StA and Robert (II) k.
   28.4.1379.
   DCD, M.C., no. 663.

592 John of Aycliffe (pr C) and Alexander of Home: wadset the toun of Edrom to Thomas Purvas on account of money owed to him.
   3.6.1407. Vernacular. (See also nos. 593, 597-8).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1162.

593 Thomas Purvas of Houndwood: releases John of Aycliffe pr C from the wadset of lands of Swinwood and Edrom on payment of 220 gold nobles.
   At Coldingham. 24.2.1410/11. (See also nos. 597-8).
   DCD, M.C., no. 1253.

594 John of Aycliffe pr C: confs a grant by William of Wardlaw to his s Nicholas of Wardlaw of land in Oldcambus.
   At Coldingham. 25.1.1413/14.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1228.

595 William Drax pr C: lets to John and William of Manderston the ferm of Edrom for a yearly payment of £10 Scots.
   At Berwick. 20.5.1422.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1165.

596 William Drax pr C: confs agreement between John of Paxton and neph Clement on one part and Philip s late Robert of Nisbet on the other about a marriage agreed between them.
   At Coldingham. 14.2.1424/5.
   DCD, M.C., no. 876.

597 William Drax and Thomas Purvas of Swinwood: debts of C to Thos P to be settled by payment of 105 merks Scots and Thos P acquits pr of debts.
   At Coldingham. 25.1.1425/6. Vernacular.
   DCD, M.C., no. 1143.
598 Thomas Purveys: discharge of the wadset of Swinwood made to William Drax pr C.
25.1.1425/6.
DCD, M.C., no. 1161.

599 William Drax pr C: grants to Alexander Lumysden s late Thomas of Lumysden the lands of West Lumsdaine hereditarily.
At Coldingham. 5.1.1428/9.
DCD, M.C., no. 1283.

600 John Oll pr C: appoints sir Alexander Home for life as baillie of ldship and barony of C.
At Durham. 14.5.1442. Vernacular. (See also nos. 567-8, 601).
DCD, M.C., no. 1255.

601 Sir Alexander Home of that Ilk and s+h Alexander Home: promise to support John Oll pr C and his men and lands for 60 years.
4.1.1442/3. Vernacular. (See also no. 568).

602 (?John Pencher) pr C: orders his baillies to give sasine to Thomas of Lumysdene.
1460. Notitia.

603 John Pencher pr C: appoints William Cuthbert and William Elwyke as his procurators.
At Coldingham. 20.5.1460.

1461. Notitia.

605 ? : complaint against mayor of Berwick about teinds of the mills there.
No date. Notitia. (Could be any time after c1238). (See also no. 654).

606 Gilbert of Schireburn sacrist of C: leases to John of Smytheton for 20 years land wh Alan s Eda dau Roger the mason held hereditarily in C for 12 pence yearly and 8 shillings to the sacrist.
1285.
DCD, M.C., no. 1198.

607 Richard of Cotesmor almoner of C: leases to Adam the fuller a t+c in C formerly held by Isabella Hopper, for 10 years at 2 shillings yearly.
1308. (See also no. 519B).
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608 Robert of Bowes almoner of C: lets to William of Houburne at in C for 10 years.

1304.

609-617 ‘Old Rolls’ (not relevant for this syllabus).

618 Inquisition delivers that Henry of Prenderguest is heir to his f Adam and of lawful age to hold by w+r of pr Dhm; old extent was 45 merks without ‘cotagii’; inquisition believes full value is £36.

1361.

619 Inquisition delivers that old extent of Over Lamberton was 24 merks and h owes w+r to pr Dhm.

1362.

620 Inquisition at Bunkle (by 6 named local men) before sher delivers that Greater Lumsdaine is held of pr Dhm by w+r and marriage.

1364.

621 Inquisition before David Home baillie of C delivers that George Wardlaw died seised of (named pieces of land) at Eyemouth and Nether Ayton and that his bro Patrick is true h.

4.5.1426.

622 Inquisition before David Home baillie by (named local men) delivers that Robert Warde bro Simon Warde died seised of land in Renton held of pr C.

4.5.1426.

623 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that Adam of Ayton died seised of land in Over Ayton, Oldcambus and Renton and John of Ayton is his heir; land in Renton is in hands of Alexander Home by reason of a wadset (causa impignorationis).

17.10.1426.

624 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that John Hopper g/f of Robert Hopper died seised of 2 holdings in ‘Souttona’ and a flesher’s booth next to the (?market) cross (?in C).

8.5.1427.

625 Inquisition at Renton before David Home baillie delivers that Christiana Bron w former John Waus cos Helen Hertrem died seised of 3 husbandlands in Renton.
9.10.1428.
626 Retour that William of Paxton f Margaret and Anete of Paxton died seised of 3 husbandlands in Auchencrow held of Katherine Rose for 1 arrow blench ferm.

12.5.1429.
627 William Drax pr C: court at Reston finds that John of Nisbet f John of Nisbet died seised of 1 husbandland in Over Ayton held of pr C for 16 pence yearly forinsec service.

12.10.1430.
628 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that Margaret w Thomas of Lumsdaine died seised of two parts of a bovate in C held of pr C and worth 40 pence.

14.1.1431/2.
629 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that John Herkars f William Herkars died seised of 1 carr in Swinwood, now waste but worth 4 merks in time of peace.

14.10.1437.
630 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that John Redpath f George Redpath died seised of 1/3 carr in Oldcambus, now waste but worth 1 merk in time of peace.

29.10.1437.
631 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that Margaret ‘go to the aile’ died seised of 2 acres in C and that John Hal her cos is h.

15.10.1439.
632 Inquisition before David Home baillie delivers that Patrick Blackburn died seised of 1 bovate in C; John Alanson is nearest h and holds of h of Robert Railson for w+r and 12 pence yearly.

15.10.1439.
633 Inquest before George Home baillie at Reston (of 6 or more local men) delivers that Alexander of Lumsdaine bro Thomas of Lumsdaine died seised of land in West Lumsdaine worth £20 held in chief of pr C for w+r and 13 shillings and 8 pence (ie 1 merk) yearly.

3.12.1444.
634 Inquest before sir Alexander Home baillie at Reston (of 10 local men) delivers that late Thomas Lumsdaine died seised of 2 parts of 1 bovate in C, yearly value 6 shillings 5 pence, paying 1 pound cumin yearly; and Thomas is h. 8.5.1453.

635 Inquest before sir Alexander Home baillie at Reston (of 10 local men) delivers that Robert Auchencrow g/f Alexander Auchencrow died seised of 1 t in C. 7.5.1453.

636 Note that Agnes Thorald g/m Robert Hog died seised of 1 bovate in Nether Ayton held of pr C for w+r and 20 pence yearly. 1458. Notitia.

637 Inquest anent George Ellam and land in C and West Reston; John is his s+h. 8.2.1458/9. Notitia.

638 Assize between William Drax pr C and Adam Forman at Kellielaw in Eastfield of C; 25 named jurors specify lands held by Adam Forman. 13.11.1430. Vernacular.

639 Perambulation of marches between Brokhol and Herwode on one hand and Butterdene on the other on behalf of pr C and George Ellam; 25 named person specify the march. 14.6.1431.

640 = No. 115.

641 = No. 122.

642 Dhm pry and Croyland abbey: agreement made at Stirling in the presence of William k Scots (and others named) whereby abb Croyland renounces all claims to Edrom and pr Dhm will pay 9 merks ‘in pennies’ at ch of St Leonard in Stamford ie 60 shillings on 5 February and 60 shillings on 5 August. At Stirling. 1167.

643 Hugh (du Puiset) bp Dhm: secures agreement between pry Dhm and abb Kelso; latter abandons claims to chapel of Earlston and receives chapel of Gordon in exch; Kelso also quitclaims to Dhm ch of StLaurence in Berwick and teind of 1 carr of land there and all other local teinds except from fishery called ‘Berwickstreme’. 18.10.1171. (See also nos. 456; 459-461).
644 Osbert abb Kelso: attestation that no. 462 was read out and agreed in presence of Roger bp StA in synod at Musselburgh in 1200.  
1200 (possibly) x 1203 (abb Osbert).
645 (? William) abb Holyrood: similar attestation to no. 644.  
x 1206 (abb William). Notitia.
646 William abb Kelso: confs no. 643.  
At Kelso. 30.11.1330.
647 Bertram pr Dhm and Edward of Oldcambus: agreement that Edward and s’s abjure their rights to Oldcambus and mill in exch for Greater Lumsdaine and mill and 107 merks wh Edward paid to k Scots for forfeiture: Edward and h’s to hold Greater Lumsdaine and mill and 3 acres in C in f+h for 1 merk silver yearly and common service.  
8.6.1198 x 29.9.1198. (See no. 177 and comments in RRS ii, 415-416).
648 William bp Gw, ? chanter Gw: record that following a papal letter the monks of C have made certain concessions to David of Lumsdaine about his conditions of tenure.  
1236x. (See no. 648A).  
Ferguson, Medieval Papal Reps., App. 1, no. 91; Cooper, Select Cases, no. 30.  
DCD, M.C., no. 1152.
648A Pope Gregory IX: orders an inquiry into complaints by David of Lumsdaine about exch of Oldcambus for Lumsdaine forced on his g/f Edward.  
At Viterbo. 5.12.1235 (non Dec a pont 9). Text in no. 648. (See also no. 647).
649 Arnold pr C and Walter Lindsay: agreement on conditions for Walter L to have and use a private chapel in his ‘curia’ at Lamberton.  
x1211 (pr Arnold).
650 Herbert abb Kelso, Laurence archd StA, Hugh archd Gw: record agreement between prs Dhm and C and Thomas s Randolph and w Juliana anent 1 carr in Stichil.  
28.5.1232 x 24 Mar. 1238 (no. 650A x d. Hugh).  
D.C.D., M.C., no. 5959.  
Ferguson, Medieval Papal Reps., App. IV, no. 7; App. I, no. 84.
650A Pope Gregory IX: orders the inquiry reported in no. 650.  
At Spoletto. 28.5.1232 (5 kal Jun a pont 6). Text in no. 650.
651 Priorress of South Berwick and prs Dhm and C: agreement on teinds due from nunnery’s land in parish of Bondington.
1251 x 1253 (witn John Gray mayor of Berwick).

652 Roger pr C: grants conditions for the brothers ‘de Penitentia’ to have an oratory within the parish ch of Holy Trinity, Berwick.
At Coldingham. 18.5.1267 (15 kal Jun). (Sealed by Gamelin bp StA and mstr Thomas de Carnoto archd Lothian).

653 Henry pr C and Robert s Matthew of Auchencrow: agree terms for pry to support Robert in food, drink and clothing for life; pr C has received 10 merks sterling and 20 shillings yearly rent from Auchencrow.
25.7.1270 (f St James).

654 A(nketin) pr C and mayor and burgesses of Berwick: agreement that town will pay C 6 merks at two (unspecified) terms for the teind of the town mills.
1235 x 3.6.1239. (David de Bernham witn as chbn). (See also no. 605).

655 W master of nuns of Haddington, D vicar of Haddington on behalf of abbs Dunfermline and Holyrood, papal judges delegate: inquiry into land at Haddington wh k William had given to C; Robert Buring admits he has no right to it.
ca. 1230.
D.C.D., M.C., no. 1017.
Ferguson, Medieval Papal Reps., App. IV, no. 6; App. I, no. 83.

656 C and abb Kelso: plea anent teinds from Berwick heard by papal judges delegate.
Undated. Notitia.

657 Hugh abb Dryburgh, John pr Dryburgh, mstr Laurence archd StA as papal judges delegate: record agreement that pr C will support Roger Duze in food and clothing for life in pry; Roger resigns land in C.
15 Aug. 1227 x 21 Feb. 1236.
DCD, MC, no. 955.
Ferguson, Medieval Papal Reps., App. IV, no. 5.

658 Richard of Whitworth pr C and William Shorthouse: agreement that W S shall rent for 7 shillings the land in Gullane called ‘Duremland’.
659 Adam pr C: lets to Ralph Boumaker mills in C for 5 years for £100 good and legal sterlings and £20 yearly at two terms.

1326.

660 Walter of Skaresbrek pr C and Adam of Prenderguest: agreement that A of P will stop his unlawful detention of teinds of the fishery in r Tweed belonging to ch Holy Trinity in Berwick.

11.11.1341 (f St Martin).

661 John pr Dhm and Marion prs Coldstream: agreement that lands of Little Swinton granted to nuns by John Swinton, although held of pr C, be held by Coldstream.

At Coldstream. 10.10.1419 (See also Cold Cart nos. 59-60).

662-711 English texts with no apparent Scottish relevance.

712 Bertram pr Dhm: grants to monks of Farne Island the teind of his corn from Oldcambus, paying 1 merk yearly, ½ at Whitsunday and ½ at Martinmas.

1198 x 1212/13 (no. 647 x pr Bertram).

713 English text

714 Walter Corbet (lord of Yetholm): grants to monks of Farne Island 12 pence yearly from his mills at Newton in Glendale (Northumberland).

715-716 English texts

747-755 Texts concerning the fishing of Orde, on the south bank of r Tweed near Berwick, wh came into the hands of a Scottish cleric, William of Greenlaw (Watt: Grads, 242-243 for his career).

747 Henry of Orde: with consent of his heirs, grants the fishing of ‘Pol’ to Philip of Oldcotes, who has paid 100 merks of silver to Henry.

1207x. (Discussion in Raine: ND, p. 249).

748 Henry of Orde and mstr William of Greenlaw: H of O ‘concessit’ to W of G the fishing of ‘Pol’ given to W of G by Richard Marsh bp Dhm; to be held hereditarily by W of G of the bp, paying 1 merk silver yearly to H of O.

1224.

749 Conf of no. 748. No date. 1224x.

750 Isabella niece of late Philip of Oldcotes: quitclaims fishing of ‘Pole’ to Wm of Greenlaw and heirs for 10 merks.
1230x (perhaps a settlement after no. 755). No witn; no date.

751 Margaret of Oldcotes: quitclaims fishing of ‘Pole’ to Wm of Greenlaw and heirs for 10 merks.

1230x (perhaps same time as no. 750). No witn; no date.

752 Concerns land in Orde, but not the fishing or Wm of Greenlaw.

753 Richard of Scrutewell: quitclaims his rights in fishing of ‘Pole’ by reason of his w Isabella (no. 750) to Wm of Greenlaw for 10 merks.

1230x (perhaps same time as nos. 750-751).

754 William of Coleville, constable of Norham: John abb Kelso, mstr Wm of Greenlaw and old men who knew how the fishings of Pole and Woodhorn were worked in days of Henry of Orde, record the boundaries between the fishings.

23.3.1243/44.

755 Pope Gregory IX: orders abb and pr Dryburgh and archd Gw to inquire into claims of mstr Wm of Greenlaw (claimant) and Henry of Orde of fishing of Pole.

At Lateran. 10.3.1230 (6 id Mar a pont 3).

756 Henry of Orde: appoints mstr Wm of Greenlaw as his procurator in negotiations with monks of Dhm and heirs of Philip of Oldcotes about fishing of Pole.

? 1220s.

757-804 English texts.